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The following listed responses are provided for Power Systems Branch
Questions.

These responses refer to the Stand-by Olasel Generator aitd Auxiliaries,
where applicable. All responses refer encing the llPCS Diesel Generator
and Auxiliaries and the remaining responses will be provided by
October 28, 1981.

430.7 430.56
430.8 430.57
430.1' 430.59
430.14 430.60
430.15 430.61
430.16 430.62
430.17 430.63
430.18 430.64
430.19 430.65
430.20 430.66
430.21 430.67
430.23 430.68
430.25 430.69
430.27 430.70
430.28 430.71
430.30 430.72
430.31 430.74
430.35 430.78
430.36 430.79
430.38 430.86
430.39 433.87
430.42 430.88
430.43 430.90
430.47 430.91
430.48 430.92
430.49 430.93
430.50 430.94
430.51 430.96
430.52 430.105
430.53
430.54
430.55
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430.7 Provide a detailed discussion (or plan) of the level of training

(8.3) proposed for your operators, maintenance crew, quality assurance,
and supervisory personnel responsible for the operation and
maintenance of the emergency diesel generators. Identify the number

and type of personnel that will be dedicated to the operations and
maintenance of the emergency diesel generators and the number and

type that will be assigned from your general plant operations and
maintenance groups to assist when needed.

In your discussion, identify the amount and kind of training that will
be received by each of the above categories and the type of ongoing
training program planned to assure optimum availability of the
emergency generators.

Also discuss the level of education and minimum experience requirements
for the various categories of operations and maintenance personnel
associated with the emergency diesel generators.

Response

Educational and minimum experience requirements for all categories of operations
and maintenance personnel are in accordance with the recommendations of ANSI /

ANS 3.1-1978. Section 13.1.3 provides furthrr information.

Personnel from the Perry Plant operation and maintenance departments will be
performing the operations and maintenance functions associated with the emerg-
ency diesel generators. It is not anticipated that any assistance will be

required or requested of nonplant operating or maintenance personnel. Vendor

assistance vill be requested if needed. These functions will be performed on

a nondedicated basis. The number and type of personnel utilized for operations
and maintenance of the diesel generator will be based on the complexity and
requirements of the task being performed. In all cases, plant personnel util-

ized will possess the qualifications and training discussed in this response.
f,upervisors of these functions will be from the respective department,

r
~ Training will be provided for the operations and maintenance department per-

,

sonnel including respective supervisors of these groups. The projected train-

L
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ing time, directly associated with emergency diesel generators, for each de-- u

partment- is expected to be approximately 80 hours.

The proposed training to be received by the Perry Plant staff is as follows:
4

1. , 0perations Department Personnel''

1

a. Basic diesel engines: This segment et training includes theory of

operation, applica.lon, and basic controls.
i

b. Emergency diesel generator, related system training: This segment
of training consists of instruction on mechanical.. electrical, and
instrumentation systems such as dietel fuel oil storage and transfet,
intermediate ac distribution, emergency safety features actuation,

and air start systems.'

c. Emerge::cy diesel generators: This segment.of the training provides
,

the specific information concerning the diesel generator sets installed
at the Perry Plant. This instruction includes related plant proced-

! ures and technical specifications associated with the emergency-diesel

generators.

; 2. Maintenance Department Personnel

i

a. Basic diesel engines: This segment of training includes theory of
,

operation, application, and basic controls,
,

b. Emergency diesel generator, related systems training: This segment
of training consists of instruction on mechanical, electrical, and

linstrumentation systems such as diese.1 fuel oil storage and transfer,
I

..
intermediate ac distribution, emergency ' safety features actuation,

| .

and air start systems.

|

c. Emergency diesel generators: This segment of the training provides
the specific information concerning the diesel generator sets in-
stalled at the Perry Plant. The instruction includes related plant
procedures and technical specifications associated with the emergency

J



diesel generators.

In addition to the above training, it is proposed that vendor instruction will

be obtained fer installation, operation, and maintenance of the diesel genera-

tor for selected key operations and maintenance supervisors and maintenance

personn-e1. The proposed format of this course is:

1. Operations Department Personnel

a. Theory of Operation

b. Installation and Testing

c. General Maintenante

2. Maintenance Department Personnel

a. Theory of Operation

b. Installation and Testing

c. Basic Controls

d. Specific Maintenance

e. Troubleshooting Techniques

It is projected that the vendor instruction will occur during the installation
and testing of the emergency diesel generators.

'iThe Perry Training Unit provides for requalification and replacement training
to ensure maintenance of proficiency for the operating organization consistent

| with the recommendations of ANSI N18.1-1971.

!

i
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430.A Periodic testing and test loading of an emergency diesel generator in

(8.3) a nuclear power plant is a necessary function to demonstrate the
RSP operability, capability and availability of the unit on demand.

Periodic testing coupled with good preventive maintenance practices
will assure optimum equipment readiness and availability on demand.
This is the desired goal.

To achieve this optimum equipment readiness status, the following
requirements should be met:

1. The equipment should be tested with a minimum loading of
25 percent of rated load. No load or light load operation will
cause incomplete combustion of fuel resulting in the formation
of gum and varnish deposits on the cylinder walls, intake and
exhaust valves, pistons and piston rings, etc., and accumulation
of unburned fuel in the turbocharger and exhaust system. The
consequences of no load or light load operation are potential
equipment failure due to the gum and varnish deposits and fire
in the engine exhaust system..

2. Periodic surveillance testing should be performed in accordance
with the applicable NRC guidelines (R.g. 1.108), and with the
recommendations of the engine manufacturer. Conflicts between

any such recommendations and the NRC guidelines, particularly with
respect to test frequency, loading and duration, should be
identified and justified.

3. Preventive maintenance should go beyond the normal routine

adjustments, servicing and repair of component: **an a
malfunction occurs. Preventive maintenance should encompass ,

investigative testing of components which have a history of
repeated malfunctioning and require constant attention and
repair. In such cases, consideration should be given to
replacement of those components with other products which have
a record of demonstrated reliability, rather than repetitive
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repair and maintenance of the existing components. Testing of
the unit after adjustments or repairs have been made only confirms
that the equipment is operable and does not necessarily mean that
the root cause of the problem has been eliminated or alleviated.

4. Upon completion of repairs or maintenance and prior to an actual
start, run, and load test a final equipment check should be made
to assure that all electrical circuits are functional, i.e., fuses

are in place, switches and circuit breakers are in their proper
position, no loose wires, all test leads have been removed, and
all valves are in the proper position to permit a manual-start
of the equipment. After the unit has been satisfactorily ctarted
and load tested, return the unit to ready automatic standby service
and under the control of the control roonoperator.

Provide a discussion of how'the above requirements have been

implemented in the emergency diesel generatcr system design and how
they will be considered wh'en the plant is in commercial operation,
i.e., by what means will the above requirements be enforced.

Response
.

i

The response to this Question is provided in Section 8.3.1.1.3.2 item b7.
,

.

I
|

i
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430.13 Describe the instruments, controls, sensors and alarms provided for

(9.5.4) monitoring the diesel engine fuel oil storage and transfer system I

and describe their function. Discuss the testing necessary to maintain

and assure a highly reliable instrumentation, controls, sensors and
alarm system and where the alarms are annunciated. Identify the

temperature, pressure and level sensors which alert the operator
when these parameters exceed the ranges recommended by the engine
manufacturer and describe what operator actions are required during
alarm conditions to prevent harmful effects to the diesel engine. ,

Discuss the system interlocks provided. (SRP 9.5.4, Part III, item 1).

Response

For the diesel engine fuel oil storage and transfer system there are no
specific parameters which the engine manufacturer recommends be monitored,
alarmed, and corrective action taken to prevent harmful effects to the engine.
For this system the overriding objective is to ensure that feel oil is available
in the day tank at all times. The system instrumentation provided to assure
that this objective is achieved as discussed in revised Section 7,3.1.1.15,
item b.1. Instrumentation testing equirements are presented in Section 9.5.4.4.
System alarms, with alarming location, are presented in Section 8.3.1.1.3.2.

The operator shall determine the nature of the alarm and then take appropriate
action in accordance with the S0P for that system.



430.14 The diesel generator structures are designed to seismic and tornado
(9.5.4), criteria and are isolated from one another by a reinforced concrete

wall barrier. Describe the barrier (including openings) in more
detail and its capability to withstand the effects of internally
generated missiles resulting from a crankcase explosion, failure of
one or all of the starting air receivers, or failure of any high or

moderate energy line and initial flooding from t' e cooling' system soa
,

that the assumed effects will not result in loss of an additional
generator. (SRP 9.5.4, Part III, item 2).

Response

The response to this question in provided in revised Section 9.5.4.3.
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430.15 You state in Section 9.5.4.3 and in Figure 9.5.8 that t'e diesel fuela

(9.5.4) oil storage and transfer system vents, overflows, fill, dipstick, and

(RSP) water removal lines are non-safety lines, and are therefore non-seismic.

A seismic event or a tornad; missile with or without a single active

failure would cause degradation of the fuel oil due to water entering

the system or potential loss of fuel due to tank overflow. We require

that these lines be design seismic Category I, ASME Section III,
Class 3, and be protected from tornado missiles. Comply with this
position.

Respense

The lines in question will be changed to ASME Sect. III Safety Class 3 and Seismic

Category I. Missile protection will be provided. The applicable sections and

figures in the FSAR will be revised to reflect the change to Safety Class 3, Seismic
Category I lines.

.
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430.16 In section 9.5.4.3 you state that corrosion protection for the tanks

(9.5.4) and piping will. include providing a corrosion allowance as well~as
external coatings. This statement is unacceptable. Expand the FSAR
to include a more explicit description of proposed protection of

underground piping. Where corrosion protective coatings are being
considered (piping and tanks) include the industry standards which
will be used in their application. Also discuss what provisions ill*

be made in the design of the fuel oil-storage and transfer syst .

storage tanks in the use of internal corrosion protection, in addition
to external waterproof protective coatings. (SRP 9.5.4, Part II and
Eart III, item 4).

,

Response

The response to this question is provided in revised Section 9.5.4.3.

_.
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430.17 The FSAR text and Table 3.2-1 states that the components and piping-

(3. 2) systems for the diesel generator auxiliaries (fuel oil system,
(9.5.4) ccoling water, lubrication, air starting, and intake and combation

(9.5.5) system) that are mounted on the auxiliary skids are designed Seismic

(9.5.6) Category I and are ASME Section III Class 3 quality. The engine

(9.5.7) mounted components and piping are designed and manufactured to

(9.5.8) DEMA standards, and are Seismic Category I. This is not in

accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.26 which requires the entire
diesel generator auxiliary systems be designed to ASME Section III
Class 3 or Quality Group C. Provide the industry standards that

were used in the design, manufacture, and inspection of the-
engine mounted piping and components. Also show on the appropriate
P&ID's where the Quality Group Classification changes.from
Quality Group C.

Response -

Refer to revised Sections 9.5.4.3, 9.5.5.3, 9.5.6.3, 9.5.7.3, and 9.5.8.1.

The P&ID's indicate the safety classification changes from Safety Class 3

(Quality Group C) to non-safety class. Refer to Figures 9.5-8, 9.5-9,

9.5-10, 9.5-11 and 9.5-12.

.

4-

I
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430.18 .In Section 9.5.4.1 you state that diesel fuel oil is available from

(9.5.4) local distribution sources in the Cleve. land area. Identify the sources

where diesel ~ quality fuel oil will be available and the distances
required to be traveled from the source (s) to the plant. Also. discuss
how fuel oil will be delivered onsite under extremely unfavorable

environmental conditions. (SRP 9.5.4, Part III, Item 5b).

Response

The response to this question is provided in revised Section 9.5.4.1.

. _ - _ . - _ _ . _
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430.19 Discuss what precautions have been taken in the design of the fuel

(9.5.4) oil system in locating the fuel ci! day tank and connecting fuel
oil piping in the diesel generator room with regard to possible
exposure to ignition sources such as open flames and hot surfaces.
-(SRP 9.5.4, Part III, Item 6).

Response
.

The fuel oil day tanks are located no less than approximately ten feet from
the exhaust manifold piping. In addition, the day tanks are protected to

obtain a three hour fire resistance rating.

The fuel oil piping is routed such that the nearest distance to hot
surfaces is at the connection to the diesel engine.

There are no open flames in the diesel generator room.

.
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430.20 Section 1.8 and 9.5.4.1, " Emergency Diesel Engine Fuel Oil Storage and

(9.5.4) Itansfer Sys tem (EDEFSSj" references ANSI Standard N195, " Fuel Oil

Systems for Standby Di-sel Generators" and Regulatory Guide 1.137,
" Fuel Oil Systems for Standby Diesel Generators" with certain
exceptions. Adequate _ justification for items la, 2a, 2b and 2c in
Section 1.8 regardinF conformance to Regulatory Guide 1.137 is not
provided. Provide your justification for the above or cesply with
those positions in Regulatory Guide 1.137.

Response

Justification relative to the positions of Re'gulatory Guide 1.137 is as
follows:

Item la. See response to FSAR question 430.23.

Item 2a. Conformance to Regulatory Guide 1.137 is not required by the
" Implementation" section of the guide. For the normal control-

range for operating the pump the level in the day tank at which
the supply pump is automatically turned on provides a 34 minute
supply of oil. At the level in the day tank at which the supply

~ pump is automatically turned off, there is a 68 minute supply of
oil. A 34 minute supply of oil is adequate to rectify an abnormal

situation which causes the level in the day tank to decrease to the

shutoff point of the pump.

Item 2b. Shutoff will be accomplished at the tank truck valves. A strainer

is provided in the transfer pump suction line.

Item 2c. An abnormally high oil level would not adversely affect system
operation. This condition would occur only during the tank filling
operation which is administratively controlled. A central oil

unloading / tank fill station is provided with a roadside pulloff for

the tank truck. The area surrounding the pulloff is suitably drained

so that spills or overflows are drained to an oil interceptor tank. |

|
.
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430.21 Discuss the precautionary measures that will be taken to assure the

(9.5.4) quality and reliability of the fuel oil supply for emergency diesel

generator operation. Include the type of fuel oil, impurity and

quality limitaticus as well as diesel index number-or its equivalent,

cloud point, entrained moisture, sulfur, particulates and other

deleterious insoluble substances; procedure for testing newly

delivered fuel, periodic sampling and testing of onsite fuel oil

(including interval between tests), interval of time between periodic
removal of condensate from fuel tanks and periodic system inspection.
In your discussion include reference to industry (or other) standard
which will be followed to assure a reliable fuel oil supply to the

emergency generators. (SRP 9.5.4, Part III, Items 3 and 4).

Response

The response to ekis question is provided in revised Section 9.5.4.4.

.,

_ _ . - _. . , _ , . . , , _ , . . , _ . . . . . , - , , . , , _ -
_
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430.23 Assume an unlikely event has occurred requiring operation of a diesel
*

(9.5.4) generator for a prolonged _ period that would require replenishment of-
fuel oil without interrupting operation of the diesel generator. What

,

provision will be made in the design of the fuel oil storage fill
system to minimize the creation of turbulence of the sediment in the
bottom of the storage tank. Stirring of this sediment during

addition of new fuel has the potential of causing the overall quality
of the fuel to becoue unaccept,ble and could potentially lead to the
degradation or failure of the diesel generator.

Response

The fuel oil fill line enters the top of the tank and is directed to one small

area near the bottom of the tank to minimize the area affected by incoming flow.

Oil entering the tank zill do so at a relatively slow velocity. The intake

nozzle of the eductor is located 18 inches above the bottom of the tank,

which provides separation from any sediment on the bottom of the tank. Therefore,
any disturbance of sediment which may exist at the bottom of the tank and
ingestion of sediment into the fuel supply lines will be minimal. In addition,

.

fuel oil filters are provided in the fuel lines to the diesel supply headers.

- - . . . .. _ . .- . - _ - . . . .. ,. - -
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430.25 Expand your description of the- diesel engine fuel oil system. The
(9.5.4) 'FSAR text should include a' detailed system description'of what is

shown on figures 9.5-8 and 9.5-5. The FSAR text should also describe:
(1) components and their function, and (2) a diesel generator starting
sequence for a normal start and_ emergency start. Revise your FSAR
accordingly.

Response
.

.

'The response to this question is provided in revised Section 9.5.4.2.-

.

4

w
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430.27 Expand your description of the diesel engine cooling water system.

(9.5.7) The FSAR text should include a detailed system. description of what
is shown on figure s 9.5-9 and 9.5-16. The FSAR text should also

descri' (1) components and their function, and (2) a diesel ;

generatu. st.rting sequence for a normal start and escrgency start.
Revise your FSAR accordingly.

*

Response

The response to this question is provided in revised Section 9.5.5.2.

1

e



430.28 Indicate the measures to preclude long-term corrosion and organic
(9,5.5) fouling in the diesel engine cooling water system that would degrade

system cooling performance, and the compatibility of any ccrrosion
inhibitors or antifreeze compounds used with the materials of the
system. Indicate if the water chemistry is in conformance with the
engine manufacturer's recommendations. (SRP 9.5.5, Part III, Item Ic.)'

Response

The response to this question is provided in revised Section 9.5.5.1.

.

|
|

|

|
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430.30 Describe the provisions made in the design of the diesel engine

(9.5.5)- cooling veter syst.em to assure that all components and piping are'

filled with water. (SRP 9.5.5, Part III, Item 2.1

' Response

The standby diesel generator system is vented to ensure that all spaces are
filled with water. A jacket water standpipe serves as a reservoir and is'

equipped with a low water level alarm.
,

,

i

k

!

.-. . . . . , , . .- . . , , .. . - . - , , - . . . . , , . . . . _ - - - .- - - . - . - . - - . . . - - . . - - . . . . . - - . . .



430.31 The diesel generators are required to start automatically on losslof

(9.5.5) all offsite power and in tue event of a LOCA. The diesel generator
sets should be capable of operation at less than full load for

extended periods without degradation of performance or reliability.
! Should a LOCA occur with availability of offsite 7,ower, discuss the

design provisions and other parameters that have been consiiered in
the selection of the diesel generators to enabJe them to run unloaded
(on standby) for extended perioos without degradation of engine
performance or reliability. Expand your PSAR/FSAR to include and
explicitly define the capability of your design with regard to this
requirement. (SRP 9.5.5, Part III, Item 7.)

Response

The response to this question is provided in revised Sectior. 8.3.1.1.3.2.

..

i

|
,
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430.35 Provide a discussion of the measures that.have been taken in the

(9.5.6) design of the standby diesel generator air starting system to preclude
:

the fouling of the air start valve or filter with moisture and

contaminants such as oil carryover and rust. (SRP 9.5.6, Part III,

i Item 1.)

Response

lhe information provided in the response to question 430.39 explains the

measures being taken to reduce moisture. The reduction of moisture in the

air will minimize the formation of rust. The air dryers use a coalescing

filter that traps any oil carryover from the compressor.

_

$

|

|
|

|
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430.36 Describe the instrumentation, controls, sensors and alarms provided

(9.5.6) for monitoring the diesel engine air' starting system, and describe
their function. Describe the testing necessary to maintain a highly
reliable instrumentation, control, sensors and alarm system and where
the alarms are annunciated. Identify the temperature, pressure and
level sensors which alert the operator when these parameters exceed

,

the ranges recommended by the engine manufacturer and describe any
,

operator actions required during alarm conditions to prevent harmful
effects to the diesel engine. Discuss system interlocks provided.
Revise your FSAR accordingly. (SRP 9.5.6, Part III, Item 1.)

Response

For the diesel engine air start system there are no parameters which the
engine manufacturer requires be alarmed and corrective action taken to prevent
harmful effects to the engine during operation. For this system the most

important consideration is to insure that starting air pressure is always
available or to alert the plant operatcrs when it is not available.

Instrumentation, controls and alarns are provided for these purposes as well as;.

for performance monitoring, trending, and engine d2 agnostics. This instrumentation
is discussed in revised Section 7.3.1.1.15, iten b.2. Testing of the air'

start system instrumentation and controls is described in Section 9.5.6.4.
System alarms, with alarming locations, are presented in Section 8.3.1.1.3.2.



.
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430.38 Expand your description of t?.e diesel engine starting system. The

(9.5.6) YSAR text should provide a detailed system description of what is
shown on Figures 9.5-10 and 4.1 of Reference 3 of FSAR Section

9.5.11. The FSAR text should also describe: (1) components and

their function, and (2) a diesel engine starting sequence. In

describing the diesel engine starting sequence include the number
of air start valves used and whether one or both air start systems

are used.

Response

The response to this question is provided in revised Section 9.5.6.2.

1

,

t

;

I

I

,

1

I
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430.39 A study by the University of Dayton has shown that' accumulation of
; (9.5.6) water in the starting' air system has been one of the most frequent

RSP causes of diesel engine failure to start on demand. Condensation of

entrained moisture in compressed air lines leading to contrr,1 and
starting air valves, air start motors, and condensation of noisture

on the working surfaces of these components has caused rust, scale,

1 and water itself to build up and score and jam the internal working
-parts of these vital components thereby preventing starting of the

diesel generators.

In the event of loss of offsite power the diesel generators must

function since they are vital to the safe shutdown of the reactor (s).

Failure of the diesel engines to start from the effects of moisture,

condensation in air starting systems and from other'causes has lowered;

[ their operational reliability to substantially less than the desired

reliability of 0.99 as specified in Branch Technical Position ICSB

(PSB) 2," Diesel Generator Reliability Testing" and Regulatory Guide
1.108," Periodic Testing of Diesel Gener ' u Units Used as Onsite

Electric Power Systems at Nuclear Power Plants."

', In an effort toward improving diesel engine starting reliability we

| require that compressed air starting system designs include air dryers
i
'

for the removal of entrained moisture. The two air dryers most
commonly used are the dessicant and refrigerant types. Of these two
types, the refrigerant type is the one most suited for this

! application and therefore is preferred. Starting air should be dried.
'

to a dew point of not more than 50* F when installed in a normally
controlled 70' F environment; otherwise, the starting air dew point

should be controlled to at least 10' F less than the lowest expected

ambient temperature.

Revise your design of the HPCS diesel enn e air starting system

; accordingly; describe this feature of yout .esign.
!

|

Response

The response to this question for the standby diesel generators has been provided
_

.

in Section 9.5.6.2 revised with Amendment 3 (9-11-81).

-.



430.42 Describe the instrumentation, controls, sensors and alarms provided

(9.5.7) for monitoring the diesel engine lubrication oil system and describe
their function. Describe the testing necessary to maintain a highly
reliably instrumentation, control, sensors and alarm system and where
the alarms are annunciated. Identify the temperature, pressure and-
level sensors which alert the operator when these parameters exceed
the ranges recommended by the engine manufacturer and describe any

operator action required during alarm conditions to prevent harmful
effects to the diesel engine. Discuss systems interlocks provided.
Revise your FSAR accordingly. (SRP 9.5.7, Part III, Item le.)

Response

The diesel engine lubrication oil system is provided with instruments for
monitoring system temperatures, pressure, and level. Abnormal values of

these parameters which might lead to eventual engine damage are annunciated
so that the plant operators can investigate and take corrective actinn before
damage occurs. The system instrumentation also provides information for
engine performance monitoring, trending, and engine diagnostics. System

instrumentation is discussed in revised Seceion 7.3.1.1.15 item b.3 and is
shown on Figure 9.5-11. Testing of the system instrumentation is described

in Section 9.5.7.4. System alarms, with alarm locations are presented in
Section 8.3.1.1.3.2.

The operator shall determine the nature of the alarm, and then shall take
appropriate action in accordance with the S0P for that system.

.



430.43 Expand your description of.the diesel engine lube oil system. The FSAR

(9.5.7) text should include a detailed system description of what'is shown in
Figures 9.5.11, and 4.4 of Reference 3 of Section 9.5.11. The FSAR

text should also describe: (1) components and their function, and
(2) a diesel generator starting sequence for a normal start and an
emergency start and standby operations. Revise your FSAR accordingly.

Response

The response to this question is provided in revised Section 9.5.7.2.

. e

!

.
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430.47 " ascribe the instrumentation, controls, sensors, and alarms provided in

(9.5.8) the design of the diesel engine combustion air intake and exhaust system
which alert the operator when parameters exceed ranges recommended by

- the engine manufacturer and describe any operator action required during
alarm conditions to prevent harmful effects to the diesel engine.
Discuss systems interlocks provided. Revise your FSAR accordingly.
(SRP 9.5.S, Part III, Items 1 and 4.)

Response

For the combustion air intake and exhaust system the engine manufacturer does

not prescribe any parameters which require alarming and corrective action to
prevent harmful effects to the diesel engine. That instrumentation which is
provided is used for performance monitoring, trending, and engine diagnostics.
Refer to revised Section 9.5.8.5.
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430.48 You state in Section 9.5.8.3 that "there is no storage of gases in

(9.5.8) the immediate vicinity of the' air intakes, accidental release of
these gases could affect the minimum quantity and oxygen content
requirements for intake combustion air." This statement is

contradictory, if there are gases stored onsite whose accidental
release'could cause degradation of diesel generator operation. Respond
to the following. Provide the results of an analysis that demonstrates

that the function of.your diesel engine air intake and exhaust system
design will not be degraded to an extent which prevents developing full
engine rated power or cause engine shatdown-as a consequence of any
meteorological or accident condition. Include in your discussion the

potential and effect of fire extinguishing (gaseous) medium,
recirculation of diesel combustion products, or other gases that may
intentionally or accidentally be released onsite, on the performance
of the diesel generator. (SRP 9.5.8, Part III, Item 3.)

Response

The response to this question is provided in revised Section 9.5.8.3.

.
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430.49 Show by analysic that a potential fire in the chart storage room or
(9.5.8) the diesel generator _ building together with a single failure of the

fire protection system (i.e., fire damper fails to close or CO system2
fails to operate) will not degrade the quality of the diesel combustion
air so that the remaining diesel will be able to provide full rated

power.

Response

The response to this question is provided in revised Section 9.5.8.3.

.
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430.50 Experience at some operating plants has shown that diesel engines bave

(9.5.8) failed to start due to accumulation of dust and other deleterious
material on electrical equipment associated with starting of the

diesel generators (e.g., auxiliary relay contacts, control switches, etc.).
Describe the provisions that have been made in your diesel generator
building design, electrical starting system, and combustion air and
ventilatica air intake design (s) to preclude this condition to assure
a'vailabii.ity of the diesel generator on demand.

Also describe under normal plant operation what procedure (s) will be
used to minimize accumulation of dust in the diesel generator room;
specifically address concrete dust control. In your response also
consider the condition when Unit 1 is in operation and Unit 2 is

under construction (abnormal generation or dust).

Response

The response to this question is provided in revised Section 9.5.8.3.

.

.



430.51 Expand your description of the diesel engine combustion intake and

. (9.5.7) ' exhaust system. The FSAR test should include a detailed system
description of what is shown on Figures 1.2-5, 1.2-6, l'.2-13, 9.5-12,
9.5-13 and 9.5-14. The FSAR test should also describe: (1) components

and their function, (2) location of equipment (provide clear drawings),
and, (3) a diesel generator starting sequence for a normal start and
an emergency start. Revise your FSAR accordingly.

Response

The response to this qdsstion is provided in revised Section 9.5.8.2.
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430.52 Figure 1.2.5 of the Perry FSAR shows the ESF transformers located near

(9.5.8) the control / diesel generator building complex. An ESF transformer fire
with the right meteorological conditions could degrade engine operation
by the products of combustion being drawn into the D/G ventilation
system which supplies D/G combustion air. Discuss the provisions of
your desiga (site characteristics, ventilation system and building
design, etc.) which preclude this event from occurring.

Response

The response to this question is provided in revised Section 9.5.8.3.

,
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430.53 You state in Section 1:.5.8.3 of the FSAR that "If the carbru dioxide
(9.5.8) fire extinguishing systes is activated for the chart storate room in

the control complex, or in a diesel-generator room, the fire dampers--

,

for the respective room are automatically closed and the area isolated
to prevent air, smoke or carbon dioxide from being exhausted. The
isolated area will be cleared of these gases using strict administration
controls to ensure that no possibility exists for large concentrations
of gases to be ejected into the atmosphere and be drawn into the diesel
generator air intakes." Describe the administrative' procedures for
venting the above areas. Include in the description the venting tint.

duration (the time the dampers are open for venting), frequency, the
means used to dilute the vented gases, the design criteria used to
determine these values, and any design margins included in-the
procedures (i.e., vent time duration can be exceeded for X amount of
time before combustion air becomes degraded, etc.).

Response -

The response to this question is provided in revised Section 9.5.8.3.
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430.54 Provide a general discussion of the criteria and bases of the various

(10.1) steam and condensate instrumentation systems in Section 10.1 of the
,

| FSAR. The FSAR should differentiate between normal operation
I instrumentation and regired safety instrumentation.
i

l Response -

i
The response to this question is provided'in revised *Sectian 10.1.'
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430.55 Eupand your discussion of the turbine speed control and overspeed

(10.2) protection system. -Provide additional explanation of_the turbine
and generator electrical load following capability for the turbine
speed control system with the aid of the system schematics (including
turbine control and extraction steam valves to the heaters). Tabulate
the individual speed control protection devices (normal emergency
and backup), the design speed (or range of speed) at which each device
begins operation to perform its protective function (in terms of
percent of normal turbine operating speed). In order to evaluate the

adequacy of the control and overspeed protection system provide
schematics and include identifying numbers to valves and mechanisms
(mechanical and electrical) on the schematics. Describe in detail, with.
references to the identifying numbers, the sequence of events in a
turbine trip including response times, and show that the turbine
stabilizes. Provide the results of a failure mode and effects analysis

for the overspeed protection systems. Show that a single steam valve
failure cannot disable the turbine overspeed trip from functioning.

(SRP 10.2, Part III, Items 1, 2, 3 and 4.)

Response

The response to this question is provided in revised Sections 10.2.2.2,
10.2.2.3, and 10.2.2.4, Figure 10.2-3 and new Table 10.2-1.

t



430.56 Provide the closure times for the quick-acting extraction steam and

(10.2) motor-operated stop valves installed in the extraction steam lines
to the third, fourth, fifth and sixth point heaters. The first and

second point heaters steam supply lines are not provided with shutoff
and extraction steam valves. Show that stable turbine. operation will

result after a turbine trip. (SRP 10.2, Part III, Item 4.)

Response

The response to this question is provided in new Section 10.2.2.4.

.
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430.57 Discuss what protection will be provided the turbine overspeed control

(10.2) system equipment, electrical wiring and hydraulic lines from the effects-'

of a high or moderate energy pipe failure so that the turbine overspeed
; protection system will not be damaged to preclude its safety function.

(SRP 10.2, Part III, Item 8.)

Response

,

The response to this question is provided in revised Section 10.2.2.3.
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430.59 Provide a complete list of turbine generator protective trips.

(10.2) Separate these tr,tps into two categorics: (1) those that will trip

the turbine due to mechanical faults, and (2) those that will trip
the rbine due to gensrator electric faults.

Response

,

The response to this question is provided in new Section 10.2.2.4.
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430.60 Describe with the aid of drawings the bulk hydrogen storage facility
(10.2) including its location and distribution system. Include the protective

measures considered in the design to prevent fires and explosions
- during operations such as filling and purging the generator, as well
as during normal operations.

Response

-

The response to this question is given in new Section.10.2.5.
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430.61 Provide a tabulation in your FSAR showing the physical characteristics
(10.4.1) and performance requirements of the main condensers. In your tabulation

include such items as: (1) th number of condenser tubes, material
and total heat transfer surface, (2) overall dimensions of the
condenser, (3) number of pauses, (4) hot well capacity, (5) special
design features, (6) minimum heat transfer, (7) normal and maximum
steam flows, (8) normal and maximum cooling water temperature, (9) normal'

and maximum exhaust steam temperature with no turbine bypass flow and

with maximum turbine bypass flow, (1) limiting oxygen content in the
condensate in cc per liter, and (11) other pertinent data. (SRP 10.4.1,'

Part III, Item 1.)

Response

The response to this question is provided in revised Section 10.4.1.2 and
new Table 10.4-3.
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430.62 Discuss the effect. of main condenser degradation (leakage, vacuum,

(10.4.1) loss) on reactor operation. (SRP 10.4.1, Part III, Item 1.)

Response

. . . .

The effect of main condenser degradation (leakage vacuum loss) on reactor
;

operation is provided in revised Section 10.4.1.4, Section 15.2.5, and
Reference 1 of Section 10.4.10.
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430.63 Indicate and describe the means of detecting and controlling

(10.4.1) radioactive leakage into and out of the condenser and the means for
processing excessive amounta. (SRP 10.4.1, Part III, Item 2.)

Response

The response to this question is provided in revised Sections 10.4.1.2 and
10.4.1.4.

.
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430.64 Discuss the measures taken for detecting, controlling and correcting

(10.4.1) condenser cooling water leakage into the condensate stream. (SRP

10.4.1, Part III, Item 2.)

Response

The response to this question is provided in Sections 10.4.1.2 and 10.4.1.6,
and revised Section 10.4.1.4.

.
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430.65 Prevu- the permissible cooling water inleakage and time of operation
(10.4.1) with inleakage to assure that condensate /feedwater quality can be

maintained within safe limits. (SRP 10.4.1, Part III, Item 2.)

Response

The res;onse to this question is provided in revised Section 10.4.1.4.
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430.66 In Section-10.4.1.5 you have discussed tests and initial field

(10.4.1) inspection but not the frequency and extent of inservice inspection of
the main condenser. Provide this information in the FSAR. (SRP 10.4.1,3

Part II.)
,

Response

The response to this question is provided in revised Section 10.4.1.5.
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430.67 Indicate what design provisions have been made to preclude failures
(10.4.1) of condenser tubes or components from turbine bypass blowdown or

other high-temperature drains into the condenser shell. (SRP 10.4.1,

Part III, Item 3.)

Response

.

The response to this question is provided in revised Section 10.4.1.2.
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430.68 Discuss the effect of loss of main condenser vacuum on reactor operation

(10.4.1) and operation of the main steam isolation valves (SRP 10.4.1, Part III,
Item 3).

Response

The response to this question is provided in revised Sections 10.4.1.4 and 10.4.1.6
and in Section 15.2.5.

.
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430.69 "tovide additional description (with the aid of arawings) of the
(10.4.4) turbine bypass valves and associated controls. In your discussion >

include the number, size, principle of operation, construction,

setpoints, and capacity of each valve and the malfunctions and/or
modes of failure considered in the design of the turbine bypass,

systen. (SRP 10.4.4, Part III, Item 1.)

~

Response

The response to this question is provided in revised Section 10.4.4, new Table

; 10.4-4, and in Section 7.7.1.5.
,
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430.70 Provide the results of an analysis indicating that failure of the

(10.4.4) turbine bypass system high energy line will not have an adverse
ef fect or preclade operation of the turbine speed control system.
(SRP 10.a.4, Part III, Item 4.)

Response

The high energy lines of the turbine bypass system (TBS) are located in the
turbine building. Piping and equipment in the turbine building inclusive
of high energy line failure of the turbine bypass system were not analyzed
for protection against postulated piping failures, since there are no safety-
related components or systems in the turbine building. Therefore, in the

event of a high or moderate energy piping failure, it could be possible that
the turbine could lose the electrical speed control system. It can, however,

be safely assumed ci.at such a failure would not adversely affect the mechan-
ical overspeed crip or the hydraulic speed control systems, since the loss
of control fluid pressure due to a consequential fluid pipe rupture would
result in closure of the turbine stop and control valves, thereby preventing

the possibility of turbine overspeed.

.
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430.71 Provide the results of a failure mode and effects analysis to

(10.4.4) determine the effect of malfunction of the turbine bypass system
on the operation of the reactor and main turbine generator unit.
(SRP 10.4.4, Part III, Item 4.)

Response

The response to this question is provided in revised Section 10.4.4.3 and in

Appendix 15A.

.
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430.72 In Section 10.4.4.4 you have discussed tests and initial field

(10.4.4) inspection but not the frequency and, extent of inservice testing
and inspection of the turbine bypass system. Provide this information
in the FSAR. (SRP 10.4.4, Part II.)

Response
,

Each of the seven bypass valves is individually cycled through an opening and
closing test sequence to check for proper operation, by using the " Bypass
Valve Test" pushbutton on the Steam Bypass and Pressure Regulator Control
Panel in the control room. The fast acting solenoid is also checked during

this test by causing the solenoid to fire when the valve reaches the 90 percent
open position during the opening portion of the test sequence. Each bypass

valve will be tested in this manner on a weekly basis.

In-service inspection of the bypass system will be performed during refueling
outages. The frequency of inspection will be determined by considering
current industry practice and the history of performance of similar systems.

4



430.74 Define the facility's operating limits (real and reactive power,
(8.2) voltage frequency.and other) which have been established and provide

a brief description as to how these limits were established. Alco,
describe the operating procedures or other provisions (presently
planned) for assuring that the facility will be operated within
these limits.

Re'sponse

The response to this question is provided in new Section 8.2.2.4.
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430.78 Provide a listing of all switchgear (by bus nomenclature) within the

(8.3) design and specifically address the source of control power to each.
This is needed to facilitate an independent review of hrw your
emergency power system design meets the single failure criterion
and to determine the extent of loss due to postulated failures.

Response

The response to this question is provided in new Table 8.3-8.
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430.79 Provide a listing of.all motor-operated valves within your design that ;

(8.3) require power lockout in order to meet the single failure criterion
and provide the details of your design that accomplish this

i

requirement.

Response

There are no motor operated valves in the Perry Nuclear Power Plant design
T'

that require power lockout in order to meet the single failure criterion.
Redundant valving and/or piping is provided so that the failure of a single ;

motor operated valve will not disable a safety system. ;
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430.86 It has been noted during past reviews that pressure switches or other

(8.3) devices were incorporated into the final actuation control circuitry
for large horsepower safety-related motors which are used to drive
pumps. These switches or devices preclude automatic (safety signal)
and manual operation of the motor / pump combination unless permissive
conditions such as lube oil pressure are satisfied. Accordingly,
identify any safety-related motor / pump combinations which are used
in the Peiry design that operate as noted above. 'Also, describe the
redundancy or permissive devices that are used in this manner.

Response

The NSSS RHR (E12-C002A, B & C) and LPCS (E21-C001) motor / pump combinations have

permissive devices in the final actuation circuitry which preclude automatic
(safety signal) and manual operation. The permissive device is a bus voltage

availability signal. Upon receipt of an automatic initiation signal or manual

signal, the motor circuit breakers will not close unless the voltage on the
bus supplying the motors is above the set point of the undervoltage relays.
Redundant relays are used to prevent the closure of the pump motor circuit
breakers due to a single relay failure. Diversity is not required.

1
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430.87 Identify all electrical equipment, both safety and non-safety, that
(6.3, may become submerged as a result of a LOCA. For all such equipment

8.3) that is not qualified for service in such an environment provide an
analysis to determine the following:

1. The safety significance of the failure of this electrical
equipment (e.g., spurious actuation or loss of actuation
function) as a result of flooding.

2. The effects on Class IE electrical power sources serving this
equipment as a result of such submergence.

3. Any proposed design changes resulting from this analysis.

Response

The resporise to this question is provided in revised Section 8.3,1.2.4.

. , -- - - .. . - - . .. . - . - _ - - ,- .
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430.88- Provide the results cf a review of your operating, maintenance, and

(8.3) testing procedures to determine the extent of usage of jumpers or
other temporary forms of bypassing functions for operating, testing,
or maintaining safety-related systems. Identify and justify any

cases where the use of the above methods cannot be avoided. Provide
the criteria for any use of juopers for testing.

Response

During the initial checkout and run-in, and the preoperational test phases,
as well as normal operation and maintenance activities, jumpers will be employed.
The use of jumpers is a necessary part of the test program because of the various
stages of completion systems are in. Control of jumpers is by administrative

procedure which incorporates the use of tags and logs, except when a jumper
is installed during a step in an approved test or calibration procedure,
provided the procedure restores the system to its original condition.

!
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430.90 -Provide a description of the capability of the emergency power

(8.3) system battery chargers to properly function and remain stable
upon the disconnection of the battery. Include in the description

any foreseen modes of operttion that would require battery
disconnection such as when applying an equalizing charge.

Response

The emergency power system battery chargers output voltage is adjusted to the
proper float or equalize values at installation, and the sensing and control

features of Thyristors, power diodes, resistors and capacitors will control

the output voltage to the set point value whether the batteries are connected

or disconnected from the bus.

The equalize operation does not require disconnection of the batteries from

the system. The only action forseen for disconnection of the batteries is a

maintenance or replacement function at which time the station would be out of

service.

1
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- 430.91 Provide the details of your design of the DC power system that. assures

(8.3) equipment' will be protected from damaging overvoltages from the battery
chargers that may occur.due to faulty regulation or operator error.

: Response

The direct current voltage equipment installed on the emergency power buses
have been specified and tested to withstand a high voltage of 145 volts dc.

This value is in excess of the normal equalize voltage of the battery charger.

In the event of faulty regulation or operator error, a high vc ,tage relay will

activate an alarm in the control room.

i
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'430.92 The specific requirements for DC power system monitoring derive from

(8.3.2) the general requirements embodied in Section 5.3.2(4), 5.3.3(5) and
,

'

l 5.3.4(5) of IEEE Std. 308-1974, and in Regulatory Guide 1.47. In

summary, these general requirements simply state ' hat the DC system
i -(batteries, distribution systems, and chargers) shall be monitored

j to the extent that it is shown to be ready to perform its intended
j function. Accordingly, the guidelines used by PSB in the licensing

review of the DC power system designs are as follows.

As a minimum, the following indications and alarms of the Class 1E DC
power system status shall be provided in the control room:4

Battery current (ammeter-charge / discharge)
,

I

' Battery charger output current (ammeter)

DC bus voltage (voltmeter)
i

Battery charger output voltage (voltmeter)

j Battery high discharge rate alarm

1

DC bus undervoltage and overvoltage alarm

DC bus ground alarm (for ungrounded system)

Battery breaker (s) or fuse (s) open alarm
i
'

Battery charger output breaker (s) or fuse (s) open alarm

:

Battery charger trouble alarm (one alarm for a number of abnormal
conditions which are usually indicated locally)

,~

Response

The following indications and alarms are provided in the control room at Perry
for monitoring the DC power system.

-- ~ . . . _ . _ _ _ . _ _ . . . _ . _ , . . _ . . - . . . _ _ _ _ ._ _ .__ - . . . ._ ... . _ . _ _ _ _ .,



430.92

Battery Voltage Indication

Bus Voltage Indication

Bus Undervoltage Alarm

Bus Ground

Charger Failure One Common Control Room Alarm

Charger Input Breaker Open f " Battery . . . DC System Trouble"

Charger Output Breaker Open

Charger DC Output Undervoltage

Charger DC Output Overvoltage

1
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430.93 Explicitly identify all non-Class IE electrical loads which are or-
(8.3) may be powered from the Class IE ac and de systems (refer to Figures

8.1-1 and 8.3-10). Also, for each load identified provide the
horsepower or kilowatt rating for that load and also identify the-

corresponding bus number from which the load is powered.

Response

Non-Class 1E ac loads that may be powered from the Class 1E ac system are
discussed in revised Section 8.3.1.1.2.5, which provides a reference to

Figure 8. 3-10. This figure provides the load description, rating and corre-
sponding bus number, and has been revised to identify the non-Class 1E ac
loads.

No non-Class 1E de loads are, or may. be, powered from the Class IE de system

- (see Section 8.3.2.1.2.1).

1
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430.94 Concerning Regulatory Guides 1.93 and 1.108, we will require that
the final technical specifications for this station include the

applicable provisions of these regulatory guides. Accordingly,
verify that these specifications will include these provisions

or, if applicable, explicitly identify any exceptions.

Response

Technical Specifications shall provide for testing in accordance with the
applicable sections of Regulatory Guide 1.108 except for position c2a3.
The diesel generator units shall demonstrate full-load-carrying capability
for an interval of not less than 24 hours at a load equivalent to the

continuous rating of the diesel generator. The continuous rating of the

diesel generator exceeds the maximum accident load and therefore is an
adequate demonstration of diesel generator capability.

The full-load-carrying capability test shall consist of an interval of

not less than 24 hours at a load equivalent to the continuous rating of
the diesel generator. -

Technical Specifications shall provide for limiting conditions of
operation in accordance with the applicable sections of Regulatory Guide 1.93.
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430.96 You state in Section 8.3.1.1.2.4 that on loss of preferred power

(8.3.1) supply, a manual transfer to the alternate preferred power supply
can be accomplished by closing the alternate preferred supply
feeder breaker. Explain whether on the loss of preferred power

|

supply, the diesel generators would automatically connect to the l

emergency buses. It is not clear whether the alternate preferred

power source is used when the normal preferred power source is
under maintenance or you use the alternate feed if the normal
preferred power is lost. In the latter case you would need an j

automatic search circuit. Revise your FSAR accordingly.

1

Response

The response to this question is provided in revised Section 8.3.1.1.2.4.
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430.105 State whether battery chargers incorporate protaction to preclude
,

(8. 3. 2) ac supply source to become a load on the battery t-=on loss of'ac
input power. (SRP 8.3.2-III.2.)

Response

The response to this question is provided'in revised Section 8.3.2.1.3.6.
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I

I

Valve position indicating lights'and system bypassed, inoperative alarms in
the ccatrol room provide'the operator. sufficient information to m3nitor the
status of the system and its devices.

7.3.1.1.15 Standby Power Support Systems - Instrumentation and Controls :
,

The Standby Power Support Systems consist of the HPCS and standby diesel

generator support systems (see Section 8.3.2).

a. System Function

I
The purpose of the diesel-generator support system instrumentation and
control is to ensure the availability of an adequate fuel oil supply and

starting air pressure to start and operate the_ diesel-generators and to
ensure that the ventilation' fans are available to carry away heat from the !

diesel generators and prevent heat buildup in the room. Additionally,
lubricating oil level and temperature and coolant-temperature are maintained
and monitored to assure quick start capability. The diesel generator

ventilation system is discussed in Section 7.3.1.1.8.
.

The diesel-generator support systems foi each of the standby and HPCS diesel
generators include the following five subsystems:

1. Diesel generator fuel oil system.

2. Diesel-generator starting air system.

3. Diesel-generator ventilation system.

4. Lubricating oil system.

5. Cooling water system.

b. System Operation

k ,

1. Diesel Generator Fuel Oil System f: <

.t -

The instrumentation and controls for.the diesel generator fuel oil

storage and transfer system are provided to ensure. that fuel is always
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available in the day tank and to alert the plant operators to any

conditions which might jeopardize that objective so that corrective

action can be taken.

Level switches are provided to automatically start and stop the fuel
transfer pumps to maintain the fuel oil level in the day tanks within
predetermined limits. Abnormal level conditions within the fuel tanks
are annunciated in the control room. Pressure and level indicators are
provided locally at the equipment as shown on Figure 9.5-8.

The diesel generator fuel oil transfer system has two motor-driven fuel
transfer pumps per day tank. These pumps are normally operated

automatically, although manual operation is possible from the local
control panel for functional checkout or instrumentation calibration.
In the automatic mode, a " low" level switch on the day tank starts the
primary on-line pump. A separate " low-low" level switch starts the
standby pump and annunciates this condition on the local diesel control
panel and in the control room by actuating the general diesel generator %

'+
trouble alarm. Both pumps are stopped by individual "high" level .

switches. Additional level switches on the day tanks annunciate alarms
on the level diesel generator control panel and in the control room if
the tank level should continue to rise past the high level pump cutoff
point or drop below the standby pump start level. Overflow is diverted
back to the main storage tank.

Level switches are provided on the main storage tank to annunciate when
fuel oil inventory drops below minimum required levels. Separate

alarms are provided, both on the local diesel generator control panel
and in the main control room, for level corresponding to a seven day
supply of fuel oil and for level corresponding to a 24 hour supply of
fuel oil. Alarms are also provided on the local diesel generator
control panel for fuel oil transfer pump strainer high pressure drop.
Actuation of any of the alarp s on the local control panel annunciate
the diesel generator trouble alarm in the control room.
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Control room indication is provided for the storage and day tank
levels. Local indication is provided for day tank level, transfer pump

discharge pressure, and fuel oil strainer pressure drop.

14
A discussion of diesel generator engine protection interlocks is s

4
contained in Section 8.3. The detailed description of the fuel oil day si

K
tanks, storage tank,.and fuel transfer r,ystem is provided in
Section 9.5.4.

2. Diesel Generator Starting Air System

The diesel generator starting air system instrumentation and controls
are provided to ensure that an adequate supply of compressed . air is
always available during plant operation. Alarms are provided to ' alert
the plant operators to lack of adequate air pres'sure in either of each
diesels redundant air start systems so that corrective action can be
taken. The starting air system is completely described ~in

,

I Section 9.5.6 and is shown on Figure 9.5-10. y
A..

i
Control of each engines two independent air compressors is through r)

1-
controls mounted on the compressor. The compressor may be operated-
manually by use of a selector switch in these controls but the normal

i mode is automatic operation through a pressure switch which is
' connected to its corresponding air receiver-tank by a pressure sensing

line. The pressure switch and controls cycle the compressor as
;

required to maintain the required receiver tank pressure. A' local

! pressure indicator is provided for each receiver tank.
!
i

| To provide for monitoring of starting air availability and interfacing

with the engine controls, a pressure sensing line is routed from just
upstream of each pair of air admission solenoid valves on the engine to

h

the local diesel generator control panel. In the control panel these,

lines connect to the following instrumentation:

4

l'
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(a) Pressure switches, one per air start system, either of which will!

actuate common starting air pressure low alarms on the local

diesel generator control panel and in the control room. Actuation ,

of the local alarm also actuates the diesel generator trouble

' alarm in the control room.

(b) Prersure switches,.one per air start system, which interlock with-
'

the diesel generator start circuit. Inadequate starting air

pressure will prevent the corresponding start air admission

solenoid valves from opening.
9
0
44

(c) Pressure transmitters, one per air start system, which provide ms

+- *

signals to a recorder which plots selected engine parameters

during the start transient for monitoring and diagnostics.
T

(d) Pressure gauges, one per air start system.-

.

A discussion of engine generator protection interlocks is contained in

Section 8.3.
7

3. Diesel Generator Lubrication System

The diesel engine lubrication oil system is provided with sensors,

- controls, and alarms as required to ensure complete monitoring of

satisfactory system performance, safe engine operation, and to alert,

the plant operators to abnormal conditions requiring investigation and
corrective action. This system is instrumented as shown on19.5-11,

,
i

j Instrumentation and controls are provided to monitor system pressures

( at important points, lubrication oil temperatures in and out of the (
engine, sump tank level, and provide automatic operation of the 4
keepwarm circulating pump and heater. 9,

,

i To alert the plant operators of abnormal conditions which should be
i investigated for corrective action, alarms are provided for the

following parameters:
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(a) Sump Tank Level Low

(b) Lube Oil Pressure Low
(c) Right Bank Turbocharger Oil Pressure Low
(d) Left Bank Turbocharger Oil Pressure Low

(e) Lube Oil Filter Pressure Drop High

(f) Lube Oil Strainer Pressure Drop High

(g) Lube Oil into Engine Temperature Low
(h) Lube Oil into Engine Temperature High
(i) Lube Oil from Engine Temperature Low
(j) Lube Oil from Engine Temperature High
(k) Keepuarm Oil Pump / Heater Control Switch not in "AUT0"
(1) Engine Trip due to Low Lube Oil Pressure
(m) Engine Trip due to Low Turbocharger Oil Pressure
(n) Engine Trip due to High Lube Oil Temperature

With the exception of the Control Switch not in Auto alarm (item k.),
each condition annunciates a separate alarm on the local diesel

generator control panel. The local alarm for item k. is shared with

other control switches which are normally to be in an AUTO position. N
T

Actuation of any of the local alarms also annunciate a common diesel .

4
generator trouble alarm in the control roam. Additionally, those 9

+
parameters which cause an engine trip (items 1, m, n) are separately
annunciated in the control room.

The three engine trip functions (low lube oil pressure, low

turbocharger oil pressure, high lube oil temperature) are only

|
available when the engine is starten for non-emergency purposes, e.g. ,

periodic surveillance testing, and serve to trip the engine during

| normal operation long before damage might occur. When the engine is
l

started by an emergency signal these three trips are de-activated butl

.
not their corresponding alarms. This allows the plant operators to

evaluate the operating condition of the engine against overall plant

requirements and then make a decision as to whether or not to shut down
the diesel generator.

|
!
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The keepwarm oil pump is provided with controls permitting automatic or
manual operation. Except for testing or maintenance situationc the -
pump is operated in the AUTO mode and is interlocked with-the diesel
generator so that the pump runs whenever the diesel' generator is not
running. The keepwarm heater control is interlocked with the pump so
that the heater can only be energized when the pump is running.

When the keepwarm pump is running, the heater cycles on'and off as
demanded by a lubricating oil thermostat located on the engine.

Separate indicators are provided on the local diesel generator control
panel for lubricating oil pressure, right bank and left bank
turbocharger oil pressure and lubricating oil filter differential'

pressure. Thermocouples in the lubricating oil piping feed signals
corresponding to lubricating oil Lcmperature into and from the engine
to the multiple position selector switch on the local control panel. f

Through the use of this switch, which also receives signals trom the h
combustion air intake and exhaust system and the engine cooling water
system, these temperatures may be displayed on the digital temperature
indicator on the local control panel.

<

Another set of thermocouples in the lubricating oil piping feed oil
temperature in and out of the engine signals to a slow speed
temperature recorder in the local control panel. This recorder
operates continuously and provides a continuous record of important
engine temperature for performance monitoring, trending and engine
diagnostics.

4. Diesel Generator Cooling Water System

The diesel engine cooling water system is designed to remove the heat
loads of the engine air intercooler, oil cooler and water jacket.
Additional information on this system is provided in Section 9.5.5.

t
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conditions. The most critically sized evaponent is the startup transformer. The
maximum load could occur with one startup transformer out of service, an accident
in one unit, and a unit trip with shutdown in the other unit. Under these

assumptions, all auxiliary load is transferred to the remaining startup
transformer; each startup transformer is sized based on this criterie.

8.2.2.4 Operating Units

Each unit's operating lbnits are 1,446,700 KVA at 0.90 power factor and rated
voltage of 22,000 V with a tolerance of 15%. The machine is designed to operate

at or near 60 Hz (iS%) in synchronism with all other generators on the
transmission system. These limits determine the magnitude of the current which
the machine must carry and, therefore, the sizing of components and cost of the
machine.

The system operator adheres to the system voltage schedule in order to maintain
predetermined voltage levels at certain critical buses on the transmission
system. This in turn supports the voltages on all other buses on the system.
The system operator provides for an adequate supply of reactive power for voltage
support through his selection of generating units to be brought on line,
switching on capacitor banks, etc.

.Re
System frequency is maintained on a continuous basis by the actions of system
operators who maintain a balance of load and generation on the system. During

normal system operations, this consists of varying the power output of the
generators via control of the steam (or water) to the turbines, with spinning
reserve kept available on some or all of the machines. The speed governor, which
is a local continuous control device, is adjusted for the desired frequency

within a narrow range around the loading level on the machine. Under emergency
conditions, i.e., system separation, where the system experiences an imbalance in
load and generation, the generator will either speed up (generation exceeds load)
or slow down (load exceeds generation). Relays set to trip the unit on overspeed
will initiate shutdown of the unit for the former case. The latter rase is
handled by shedding load as necessary until generation and load are once again in
balance. If under emergency conditions frequency drops below the lowest
acceptable machine level, relays will operate to trip the machine.
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8.3.1.1.2.1 Power Supply Feeders

Power is supplied to each of three 4.16 kV Class IE buses from the interbus

transformer. The preferred power supply is the startup transformer through the

unit interbus transformer. An alternate preferred power supply feeds the 4.16 kV
Class IE buses through a manually operated, normally open circuit breaker

(alternate preferred source feeder breakst) for each division. An alternate

! preferred supply is the startup transformer and interbus transformer associated

with the other unit. Three diesel generators fulfill onsite power requirements

for each unit for the three load groups.

8.3.1.1.2.2 Arrangements

The Class 1E a-c system is comprised of three divisions: Divisions 1 and 2 are

redundant, while Division 3 supplies power for the high pressure core spray

(HPCS) system. Divisions 1 and 2 supply power from the 4.16 kV buses to 480 volt
double-ended load centers and 480 volt motor control centers. Division 3
supplies power from the 4.16 kV bus to a 4.16 kV/480 volc transformer which feeds
a 480 volt motor control center.

.8.3.1.1.2.3 Supplied Loads

Engineered safety features loads and loadings are listed in Table 8.3-1. Note

that the common system engineered safety feature loads are supplied from the
Unit 1 Class 1E power system.

8.3.1.1.2.4 Manual and Automatic Interconnections between Buses, Buses and

Loads, and Buses and Power Supplies

No provision is made for automatic parallel operation of any onsite power
supplies with other onsite power supplies. Neither buses nor loads can be
interconnected through the onsite supplies nor are there any provisions for
interdivisional connections between onsite supplies and buses. All three

divisions receive power from the non-Class IE preferred power supply. The diesel %E
%

generator breaker EH1102 (EH1201) as shown in the breaker logic diagram, cannot g

8.3-3
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close automatically on the bus under an undervoltage or LOCA condition unless
the preferred and alternate preferred source breakers are both open. A manual
transfer to the alternate preferred power supply can be accomplished by gs

closing the alternate preferred supply feeder breaker for each division. f

This is a temporary condition, such as when the normal source is under h
maintenance. Automatic transfer is not used. Circuit breakers which feed
each 4.16 kV Class 1E bus from the preferred power supply and

.

L

i
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alternate preferred power supply are interlocked with each other to preclude

paralleling of the preferred and alternate preferred power supplies.

8.3.1.1.2.5 Interconnections between Safety Related and Non-Safety Related
Buses

Interconnections are made at the 4.16 kV level between Division 1 and a

non-Class IE bus, and between Division 2 and a separate non-Class IE bus. These .
non-Class 1E buses (" stub" buses) supply critical non-Class IE loads, such as the q

dcontrol rod drive pumps and nuclear closed cooling water pumps (see f
Figure 8.3-10). Circuit breakers feeding the stub buses are qualified isolation h
devices, are housed in Class 1E switchgear, are tripped upon receipt of a LOCA
signal, and satisfy the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.75.

8.3.1.1.2.6 Redundant Bus Separation

Class 1E switchgear, load centers, and motor control centers of each division are

located in rooms separate from similar equipment of other divisions.

Figures 8.3-3 through 8.3-5 depict equipment locations.

8.3.1.1.2.7 Equipment Capacities

Equipment capacities are listed in Table 8.3-2.

8.3.1.1.2.8 Automatic Bus Loading and Stripping

The diesel generator for each division is automatically started upon receipt of a

LOCA signal and/or an undervoltage signal at the associated division bus. If the

diesel generator is started by a LOCA signal only, the diesel generator is not

connected to the bus but remains in standby operation, non-Class 1E 4.16 kV buses
(stub buses) fed from Division 1 and 2 buses are shed, and LOCA loads are started

and fed from offsite power. Class IE bus feeder breakers are tripped by bus

undervoltage which is detected at each division bus by two 3 phase undervoltage
relays and specific coincident logic. For Divisions 1 and 2, 4.16 kV load

8.3-4
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System reliability and qualification testing are discussed further in
Section 8.3.1.1.3.2, Item b.11.

b. Design Aspects

1. Start Initiating Circuits
,

The diesel generators are automatically started upon receipt of a LOCA
signal or an undervoltage signal from the associated bus. The diesel
generators can also be manually started remotely from the control room
or locally at the diesel generators. A mode selector switch located at
the diesel generator permits transfer of manual control capability to
and from the control room. Figure 8.3-6 presents the logic diagram for
Division 1 and 2 diesel generators. The diesel generators are capable s

9
of operating at rated speed and no load for seven days without f

' 6
degradation of engine performance or reliability. >

2. Starting Mechanism and System

The diesel generators are pneumatically started. Redundant starting
ade supplies are provided for each engine. Additional details
concerning the starting air system are presented in Section 9.5.6.

3. Tripping Devices

Only the generator differential and overspeed trip functions will shot
down the diesel generators after a start resulting from a LOCA signal.
The following additional, nonessential trip functions are bypassed upon
receipt of a LOCA signal but will shut down the diesel generators when
operating in all other modes:

(a) high jacket water temperature.

( .) High engine bearing temperature.
,

(c) High lubricating oil temperature.'

(d) . Low turbocharger oil pressure.

(e) Low lubricating oil pressure.

(f) High vibration level.

8.3-16
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7. Testability-

The diesel generators can be tested during normal plant operation or
during plant s'12tdown periods. Administrative controls allow testing
of'only one diesel generator at a time. Prior to performing the test,

all operating functions are transferred to equipment supplied from the
bus not affected by the test.

In order to achieve this optimum equipment readiness status, the

following requ'irements should be met:

(a) The surveillance instruction will have a requirement to -load the

diesel to (imum of 25% full load for each diesel whenever the
diesel is ts ce operated for an extended time period.

(b) A conflict between NRC guidelines in Regulatory Guide 1.108 and
the engine manufacturer does not exist. -

(c) The preventative maintenance program will provide methods for data
collection and review of any malfunction or discrepancies

encountered. This data will be maintained in a computerized
,

equipment history file along with corrective maintenance 3
e

info rmation. O

The computerized maintenance system will permit ease of access to
inforuation for trending and evaluation. These evaluations will
then'be used to ravise preventative and corrective maintenance
practices and, as necessary, to initiate equipment repair,,

modification and replacement.

(d) Upon completion of repairs or maintenance, the applicable valve
,

and electrical line-up sheets for-the affe d diesel auxiliary

systems, diesel starting air, diesel fuel i , diesel jacket

water, diesel lube oil and diesel intake and exhaust, will be
completed to return the unit to the correct standby mode.

.
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Mechanical and electrical system interactions between the HPCS diesel generator
and other units of the standby power supply, the nuclear plant, the conventional
plant, and the Class IE electrical systems are coordinated so that the HPCS
diesel generator design function and capability are realized for any design basis

event, except failure of the HPCS diesel gecerator.

8.3.1.2.4 Safety Related Equipment in Hostile Environments

Safety related equipment that may be required to operate in a hostile environment
and the corresponding specified normal and accident design environments are
presented in Section 3.11.

Class IE electrical cable for use inside the drywell and containment are

qualified to satisfy the normal and accident conditions and are also_ discussed in
Section 3.11.,

Class IE equipment, whether located inside or outside .he containment, which must
function during an accident is designed to withstand , c .emperature, humidity,
and other canditions expected at the specified location. No Class IE electrical

Dequipme n that is located in the dry w 11 and/or containment is mounted such t. hat
it will become submerged as a result < a LOCA.

8.3.1.3 Physical Identitication of Safety Related Equipment

Identification of safety related equipment is addressed in Section 8.3.1.1.2.9.

8.3.1.4 Independence of Redundant Systems

8.3.1.4.1 Physical Separation Requirements for Class IE Equipment

8.3.1.4.1.1 General Requirements

Electrical equipment and wiring for Class IE electrical systems are segregated
into separate independent divisions, designated Division 1, Divison 2, and
Division 3, such that no sing 1+ credible event is capable of disabling sufficient
equipment to prevent reactor shutdown, removal of decay heat froc: the core, and
isolation of containment in the event of an incident. Division separation

requirements apply to equipment and wiring systems concerned.

8.3-56
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of being tested during service to detect faults. It is inherent in the design ot

,

the battery chargers to include diodes which will prevent the 4-c supply source d
from becoming a load on the battery if the a-c input power la lost. All abnormal h
conditions of selected system parameters important to surveillance of the system
are annunciated in the control room. Automatic cross connections between the
Divisie,n 3 (HPCS) 125 volt d-c systems and other d-c systems are not provided,

Cor.crol power for the circuit breakers in the HPCS switchgear is supplied from
the Division 3 (HPCS) battely, ensuring the following:

The unlikely loss of tae HPCS system will not jeopardize the supply ofa.

offsite or onsite power to other ESF buses.

b. The differential relays and all interlocks associated with HPCS are supplied
from the Division 3 (HPCS) 125 volt d-c system, only. Thereby, any cross

connections between the redundant d-c systems are eliminated.

8.3.2.1.4 Ventilation

Complete details of battery room and d-c equipment room ventilation systems are
presented in Sectron 9.4.1. Each room is provided with an ionization type smoke
detector which, upon detection of smoke, actuates an alarm in the control room.

8.3.2.1.5 Maintenance and Test

Periodic maintenance tests will be performed on the 125 volt d-c systems to
determine the condition of each individual component. Batteries will be checked
for electrolyte level, specific gravity, cell voltage, and visual indications of
deterioration. A performance discharge test of the batteries will be conducted
regularly. Battery chargers will be visually inspected and performance tests
will be conducted on a regularly schedaled basis.

General maintenance and testing procedures will be in accordance with IEEE
Standard 450(15) , as detailed in the technical specifications.

.
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TABLE 8.3-8

POWER CONTROL SOURCES

FOR SWITCHGEAR

Switchgear Control Power Source (125VDC)
(By Bus Nomen,clature) Bus Breaker Fused Disc Switch No.

L11Gi DIB DIB07 6

L1103 D1B DIB07 19

L1104 D1B D1B07 19

L1105 DIB DIB06 19

L1106 DIB D1B06 19

L1107 D1B D1B06 19

L1108 DIB DIB06 19

L1109 DIB DIB06 19

L1110 D1B DIB06 19

L1202 D1B D1B07 8

L1203 D1B DIB06 21

L1204 DIB DIB06 21
*

L1205 DIB D1B06 21

L1206 D1B DIB06 21

L1207 DIB D1B06 21

L1208 DIB D1B06 21

L1209 DIB. D1B06 21

L1210 DIB D1B06 21

L1001 D1B D1B06 17'

L1003 D1B D1B06 17

L1004 DIB D1B06 17

L1006 D1B D1B07 16

L1007 DIB DIB07 16
|

L1008 DIB DIB07 16
i

L1009 D1B D1B07 16

i L1010 DIB DIB07 16

l

!
I

I
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TABLE 8.3-8 (Continued)

Switchgear Control Power Source (125VDC)
(By Bus Nomenclature) Bus Breaker Fused Disc Switch No.

L2001 D2B D2B06 17

L2003 D2B D2B06 17

L2004 D2B D2B06- 17

L2006 D2B D2B07 164

L2007 D2B D2B07 16

L2008 D2B D2B07 16

L2009 D2B D2B07 '16

L2010 D2B D2B07 16

H1101 D1B DIB07 15

H1102 D1B D1B07 15

H1103 DIB D1B06 3;
'

H1104 DIB D1B06 3

H1105 DIB D1B06 3

H1106 DIB DIB06 3

H1107 DIB D1B06 3

H1106 DIB D1D06 3

H1109 D1B DIB06 3
' H1110 D1B D1B06 3

H1111 D1B D1B06 3

H1112 DIB DIB06 3

H1201 D1B DIB07 5

| H1202 D1B DIE 07 5

H1203 D1B DIE 06 5

H1204 D1B D1B06 5

H1205 DIB DIB06 5

H1206 D1B DIB06 5

i H1207 D1B D1B06 5

H1208 D1B D1B06 5

H1209 DIB D1B06 5

H1210 DIB D1B06 5

8.3-103
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TABLE 8.3-8-(Continued)
,

Switchgear Control Power Source (125VDC) '
.(By Bus Nomenclature)- B_us Breaker Fused Disc Switch No.

. H1211 D1B D1B06 5

H1212 -DIB D1B06 5
,

H1213 DIB DIB06 5

f 1 - 1 12
;

j EH1102 EDIA EDIA06 24

EH1104 EDIA EDIA06 -23

EH1105 EDIA EDIA06 23

EH1106' EDIA EDIA06 23.

EH1107 EDIA EDIA06 23
7

EH1109 EDIA EDIA06 23

EH1110 EDIA EDIA06 23 '

EH1111 EDIA EDIA06 23

g EH1113' EDIA EDIA06 23

EH1114 EDIA EDIA06 24.

EH1115 EDIA. EDIA06 24-

EH1116 EDIA EDIA06 23

XH1101 D1B DIB06 12
.

.

I XH1102 D1B D1B06 12
'

! EH1201 EDIB ED1B06 22

EH1203 ED1B EDIB06 21

| EH1204 ED1B EDIB06 21

EH1205 ED1B EDIB06 21

EH1206 EDIB ED1B06 21'

EH1207 EDIB ED1B06 21.

EH1208 ED1B EDIB06 21

EH1209 ED1B ED1B06 21-

EH1210 ED1B ED1B06 21
;

EH1211 EDIB ED1B06 21

| EH1212 EDIB EDIB06 22

i.
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TABLE 8.3-8 (Continued)

Switchgear Control Power Source (125VDC)
(By Bus Nomenclature) Bus Breaker Fused Disc Switch No.

EH1213 ED1B EDIB06 22

EH1214 EDIB EDIB06 21

XH1201 D1B DIB07 10

XH1202 D1B D1B07 10

XH1203 D1B DIB07 10

XH1204 DIB D1B07 10

EH1301 EDIC 11 N/A

EH1202 EDIC 11 N/A

EH1303 EDIC 11 N/A

EH1304 EDIC 11 N/A

EH1305 EDIC 11 N/A

EFIA03 EDIA EDIA06 20

EF1A04 EDIA EDIA06 19

EF1A05 EDIA EDIA06 19

EF1A06 (Manual) N/A N/A N/A

EF1A07 (Manual) N/A N/A N/A

EFIA08 (Manual) N/A N/A N/A

EF1A09 (Manual) N/A N/A N/A

EF1A10 EDIA EDIA06 19

EFIA11 (Spare) EDIA EDIA06 19
i

EF1A12 (Manual) N/A N/A N/A
! E"1303 EDIA EDIA06 20

| EtiB04 EDIA EDIA06 19

EFIB05 EDIA EDIA06 19

EFIB06 (Manual) N/A N/A N/A

EFIB07 (Manual) N/A N/A N/A
|
'

EFIB08 (Manual) N/A N/A N/A

ED1B09 (Manual) N/A N/A N/A:
.

| EFIB10 (Spare) EDIA EDIA06 19
t

EF1B11 (Manual) N/A N/A N/A

;

.
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TABLE 8.3-8 (Continued)

Switchgear Control Power Source (125VDC)
(By Bus Nomenclature)' Bus Breaker Fused Disc Switch No.

EF1B12 (Manual) N/A N/A N/A

EFIB13 (Manual) N/A N/A N/A

EFIC03 ED1B ED1B06 20

EFIC04 ED1B EDIB06 19

EFIC)5 ED1B ED1B06 19

EFIC06 (Manual) N/A N/A N/A

EFIC07 (Manual) N/A N/A N/A

EFIC08 (Manual) N/A N/A N/A

EFIC09 (Manual) N/A N/A N/A

EFIC10 EDIB ED1B06 19

EFIC11 (Spare) ED1B ED1B06 19

EFIC12 (Manual) N/A N/A N/A

EFIC13 (Manual) N/A N/A N/A

EFID03 ED1B ED1B06 20

EFID04 ED1B EDIB06 19

EFID05 EDIB ED1B06 19

EFID06 (Manual) N/A N/A N/A

EFID07 (Manual) N/A N/A N/A

i EFID08 (Manual) N/A N/A N/A

EFID09 (Manual) N/A N/A N/A

EFID10 (Spare) ED1B ED1B06 19j

EFID11 (Manual) N/A N/A N/A

EFID12 (Manual) N/A N/A N/A

FIA03 D1B DIB07 7

FIA04 (Manual) N/A N/A N/A

FIA05 (Manual) N/A N/A N/A

| FIA06 (Manual) N/A N/A N/A

FIA07 (Manual) N/A N/A N/A

| FIA08 (Manual) N/A N/A N/A
|

!

!

l
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TABLE 8.3-8 (Continued)

Switchgear Control Power Source (125VDC)
(By Bus Nomenclature) Bus Breaker Fused Disc Switch No.

FIA09 (Manual) D1B DIB06 7

FIA10 (Manual) N/A N/A N/A

FIA11 DIB DIB06 7

FIA12 (Manual) N/A N/A N/A

FIA13 DIB DIB06 7j.

FIA14 DIB D1B06 7

TIA15 D1B DIB06 7

l'1A16 (Spare) DIB D1B06 7

11A17 (Manual) N/A N/A N/A

FIB 03 DIB D1B07 7

FIB 04 (Manual) N/A N/A N/A

FIB 05 (Manual) N/A N/A N/A

FIB 06 (Manual) N/A N/A N/A

FIB 07 (Manual) N/A N/A N/A

FIB 08 (Manual) N/A N/A N/A

FIB 09 D1B D1B06 7

FIB 10 D1B D1B06 7

FIB 11 (Spare) D1B D1B06 7

FIB 12 (Manual) N/A N/A N/A

FIB 13 DIB DIB06 7

FIB 14 DIB DIB06 7

FIB 15 (Manual) N/A N/A N/A

FIB 16 (Spare) DIB D1B06 7

FIC03 DIB DIB07 9

FIC04 D1B DIB06 9

FIC05 D1B DIB06 9

FIC06 (Manual) N/A N/A N/A

FIC07 (Manual N/A N/A N/A

FIC08 (Manual) N/A N/A N/A-
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TABLE 8.3-8 (Continued)

Switchgear Control Power Source (125VDC)
(By Bus Nomenclature) Bus Breaker Fused Disc-Switch No.

FIC09 D1B DIB06 9

FIC10 (Manual) N/A N/A N/A
FIC11 (Spare) D1B D1B06 9

FIC12 (Manual) N/A N/A N/A
FIC13 DIB DIB06 9

FIC14 D1B D1B06 9

FIC15 DIB D1B06 9

FIC16 D1B DIB06 9

FIC17 (Manual) N/A N/A N/A
FID03 DIB DIB07 9

FID04 DIB DIB06 9

FID05 (Manual') N/A N/A N/A
FID06 (Manual) N/A N/A N/A

FID07 (Manual) N/A N/A N/A
FID08 (Manual) N/A N/A N/A
FID09 (Spare) DIB D1B06 9

FID10 (Manual) N/A N/A N/A
FID11 D1B D1B06 9

FID12 (Manual) N/A N/A N/A
FID13 (Manual) N/A N/A N/A
FID14 DIB D1B06 9

FID15 D1B DIB06 9

FID16 DIB DIB06 9

FIE03 DIB DIB07 11

FIE04 (Manual) N/A N/A N/A
FIE05 (Manual) N/A N/A N/A
FIE06 (Manual) N/A N/A N/A
FIE07 DIB DIB06 11

FIE08 D1B DIB06 11
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9.5.4 DIESEL GENERATOR FUEL OIL STORAGE AND TRANSFER SYSTEM

The sections that follow discuss the fuel oil storage and transfer system for

the standby diesel. generators. This system for the high pressure core spray

(HPCS) diesel generator is discussed in Section.9.5.9.1.

9.5.4.1 Design Bases

Separate fuel oil storage and transfer facilities are provided for each'of the
four standby diesel generators (two per unit). Diesel generator fuel oil

systems are not shared between Units 1 and 2. They are all designed to

provide sufficient fuel oil for at least seven days of operation carrying the

design electrical load of the associated generator. This storage capacity

criterion is considered adequate since fuel oil delivery from the Cleveland

area, in the amounts required, is considered to be available with a two to

three day delivery notice. Tank trucks will deliver the fuel oil to a central

: fill station.

!

There are numerous fuel oil dealers in metropolitan Cleveland capable of

supplying the quality fuel oil in the amounts required. Tank trucks willi ,;

deliver the fuel to a central fill station. Table 2.2-2 and Figure 2.2-2 show ]
the major roads, their proximity to the plant and the daily traffic. As the O

| roads are heavily travelled they are kept clear by the State Highway

Departmant.

All system components are accessible for.an inservice inspection without
!

,

affecting the availability of fuel to either of the standby diesel generators.
i

!

Conformance with applicable GDC's is discussed in Section 3.1. Conformance

with regulatory guides is discussed in Section 1.8. Conformance with Branch ,

i

Technical Position APCSB 9.5-1, as related to fuel oil system fire protection,

is detailed in a separate report ( } for PNPP. Conformance with Branch

Technical Positions ASB 3-1 and MEB 3-1, as related to breaks in high and.

moderate energy piping systems outside containment, is discussed.in
Sections 3.6.1 and 3.6.2. The guidelines presented in Branch Technical

f
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Position ICSB-17 (PSB)'have also been considered in the design of this system,
as discussed in Chapter 8.

9.5.4.2 System Description

The standby diesel generator fuel oil system is shown in Figure 9.5-8 and the
' layout arrangement is shown in Figure 1.2-5. Each standby generator has its

_

_ own separate fuel oil system consisting of the following components with
associated piping, valves, strainers, filters and controls:

'

a. Fuel oil storage tank

b. Fuel oil day tank

c. Two fuel oil transfer pumps
'

d. Fuel oil booster pump
e. Fuel oil drip tank and drip waste :eturn pump

The fuel storage tanks are buri:J horizontal cylindrical atmospheric tanks.
Each tank has a 90,000 gallon storage capacity which is sufficient to operate
its corresponding diesel generator for seven days during the postulated n

emergency reactor shutdown under post-accident conditions. $*
0

The fuel oil day tanks are 550 gallon vertical cylindrical atmospheric tanks
mounted in the respective standby diesel generator room at an elevation that

provides the required priming head for the diesel generator engine mounted and
driven fuel oil pump. Each day tank is equipped with an overflow line which >

will return excess fuel oil delivered by the transfer pump back to the fuel oil
storage tank.

The fuel oil transfer pumps, two for each standby diesel generator, are
provided to transfer fuel oil from each of the fuel oil storage tanks to its

respective day tank. The pumps are of the horizontal centrifugal type with a
capacity of 90 gpm at 200 ft TDH and have a 15 horsepower motor.

The fuel oil transfer pumps may be operated with. manual control switches;
however, they normally are operated automatically by level switches on the day
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tanks. A " low" level switch starts the normal pump, a " low-low" level switch
starts the standby pump'and a "high" level stop switch is provided for each
pump. " Low" level switches are provided in the storage tanks to stop the
pumps at the minimum safe level for operation of the pumps.

Each standby disel generator is provided with 100 percent capacity
engine-driven fuel oil pump. The pumps supply the fuel from the day tanks to
the engine manifolds, and start when the diesel start signal is received. The

fuel not consumed by the engine is returned to the fuel oil drip tank from
which it is pumped back to the day tank by the fuel return pump.

The fuel oil ~ drip pump is controlled by a level switch in the fuel oil drip
tank. Each standby diesel generator is also equipped with a 100 percent
capacity, de, motor-driven fuel oil booster pump for diesel generator starting
use during maintenance or other times when the engine-driven pump may be
unavailable. The fuel oil booster pump is automatically started on manual or
automatic diesel start signal and will drop out with the diesel generator up y
to speed and the engine driven fuel oil pump functioning. With the diesel 8

~s

generator up to speed, the booster pump will auto start on engine driven pump
failure. Control of the system is normally automatic during all modes of
plant operation.

In the event of a diesel generator start, the standby diesel generator fuel
oil system operates automatically to support the operation of the diesel
generator by supplying fuel to the engine day tanks. In the event of failure

of the automatic operation of the normal transfer pump, the standby pump, with
separate automatic controls, is provided as emergency backup.

Refer to Section 8.3.1 for further details on the diesel generator starting

sequence.

Refer to Section 9.5.9.1 for description of the HPCS diesel generator fuel oil

system.
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The fuel oil facilities for each of the two standby diesel generators per unit

consists of an underground storage tank, a day tank and two transfer pumps.

The transfer pumps may all be operated with manual control switches; however,
they normally are operated automatically by level switches on the day tanks.
A " low" level switch starts the normal pump, a " low-low" level switch starts
the standby pump and a "high" level stop switch is provided for each pump.

9.5.4.3 Safety Evaluation

The standby diesel generator fuel oil system meets the single failure
criterion, ie, if a failure in the system prevents the operation of the

associated diesel generator, the other two divisions of the emergency power
system (described in Section 8.3) will provide adequate power to safely shut
down the plant or to mitigate the consequences of any of the postulated
accidents.

The standby diesel generator fuel oil system is designed in accordance with IsA
Dthe requirements of Section III of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code,

the National Fire Protection Association Standards 30 and 37, State of Ohio

safety regulations and DEMA standards. The system is classified Safety
Class 3 and Seismic Category I, with the exception of vents, overflows, fill

lines, fuel oil waste return pumps and booster pump d-c motors, and dipstick
and water removal lines which are non-safety. The diesel generators and their

auxiliary systems, including the fuel oil storage and transfer system, are

isolated from one another by a reinforced concrete wall. The diesel generator

exposed walls and roof, including the dividing walls, are designed and

constructed as discussed in Section 3.5.3. Any external openings to the A
l D
l outside are protected as discussed in Section 3.5.2 and Table 3.5-5. The %
l sh
! overall description of the diesel generator as a Seismic Category I . Structure

is given in Section 3.8.4.1.7. The effects of postulated high energy pipe

ruptures are discussed in Section 3.6.1.2g. No openings in the walls

| separating the individual diesel generators exist.
|

!

l

i
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Corrosion protection for the tanks and piping will include providing a

corrosion allowance to the tank wall thickness and the external use of

bituminous coatings applied to thicknesses to assure complete uninterrupted
coverage. Cathodic corrosion protection of the buried storage tanks and

piping is used to withstand corrosive conditions in the system. The

underground yard piping is coated with coal-tar enamel and bonded double gs

asbestos-felt wraps, following the American Water Works Association's Standard j

C-203, " Coal-Tar Prot tive Coatings and Linings for Steel Water Pipelines - th

Enamel and Tape - Hot Applied." The standby diesel generator fuel oil storage

tanks are coated internally with a one coat, 2 mil-thick coating of Rustoleum, g

Leakage due to corrosion, allowing water to enter the tank, will be detected

by a slow increase in the fuel level; this level will be read and logged at

regular intervals. Such a leak would be slow starting and would increase at a

slow enough rate to allow pumping the water out of the tank. Corrective

action could be taken long before the water accumulates to an amount that

interferes with fuel transfer.

The standby diesel generator fuel oil systems are not redundant, since two

100 percent capacity diesel generators are provided.

A program of sampling and periodic replacement of the oil will be conducted to

prevent long term deterioration of the fuel oil. Due to fuel consumption

during periodic testing, it is anticipated that fuel oil replacement for

deterioration will not be required.

Algae growth in the tank will be prevented by routinely removing the water in

which it grows, and if necessary, by using an algae inhibiting additive in the

oil.

The fuel oil storage tanks are provided with porous Class A bedding and

backfill as an extension from the main plant underdrain system.

The Probable Maximum Flood (PMF) level is lowered to a point 10 feet below the
bottom of the tanks in this area due to the main plant underdrain .ystem and
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hot humid day, approximately 110 cu ft per hour of air will enter the tank and
approximately .25 lb of water per hour will be deposited. This accumulation
of water will.be detected by routine sampling and will be pumped out as-
required.

9.5.4.4 Inspection and Testing Requirements

Proper operation of the transfer pumps and the level alarm signals will be;
'

checked at schedu?ed intervals to assure their availability. This includes

checks of the following:

,
'

a. Normal transfer pumps start and stop automatically at the desired levels.

b. Back'up transfer pumps start and stop automatically at the desired levels.
,

, ,

' c. ' Alarm signals for high and low day tank levels function at the designated
- i

'

_
levels.

d ., Low level signals for the storage tanks function at the designated
,

levels.

-

The fuel oil that supplies the emergency diesel generators is No. 2 diesel
fuel oil that meets the manufacturer's specifications listed below:

,
-

I

Maximum Minimumr

|
|

Viscosity, S.S.U. at 100*F 45 32-

* Gravity, Deg. A.P.I. 38 26 g
o'Sulphur,.% 1.05 .-

<
Sulphur, Corrosion Test Pass Pass

(Cooper Strip, 3 hrs. at 212'F)
Conradson Carbon, % 0.20 -

Ash, % 0.10 -

,

Water & Sediment, % 0.50 -
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Maximus Minimus

Flash Point *F (P.M.C.C.) 150 or legal

Pour Point, at least 10" below coldest fuel oil temperature
DISTILLATION, *F

'90% Point 675

IGNITION QUALITY

Cetane Number 40

N

* Heat Value - determine from A.P.I. gravity limits shown to determine total or E

r.et Btu /lb or gallon.

The above specification covers fuel oils classed as Grade F.S. No. 2.

The procedure for testing newly deliverea fuel, periodic sampling and testing
of onsite fuel, periodic system inspection and periodic removal of condensate
is done in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.137..

.

.

9.5.4.5 Instrumentation Requirements

The standby diesel generator fuel oil storage and transfer system is provided
with controls for automatic transfer of fuel oil from the storage tanks to the

day tanks. In addition, alarms and indicators of sufficient n4Aler and at
appropriate locations are provided to ensure that the operator can determine
system status and operation from the control room. Details of the
instrumentation and controls for the standby diesel generator fuel oil storage
and transfer system are presented in Section 7.3.1.
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9.5.5 DIESEL GENERATOR COOLING WATER SYSTEM

The sections that follow discuss the cooling water system for the standby diesel
generators. This system for the high pressure core spray (HPCS) diesel generator
is discussed in Section 9.5.9.2.

9.5.5.1 Desien Bases

The standby diesel generator cooling water system is designed to dissipate the
heat given up by the engine air intercooler, the lube oil heat exchanger, the
governor cooler and the engine water jacket heat exchanger. There are no shared
system. er piping interconnections among each of the standby diesel generators
cooling systems. The jacket water heat exchanger is cooled with water from the
emergency service water system. Cooling for the engine water jackets, the lube
oil heat exchanger, governor cooler and the engine air intercoolers are provided
with a closed loop cooling system in which treated demineralized water is used. k
This demineralized water is treated by the addition cf antifreeze (ethylene k

Eglycol) % prevent long-term corrosion and organic fouling of the jacket water.
Antifreeze is one of the materials recommended by the engine manufacturer. The

performance and water chemistry of the diesel generator cooling water system is
in conformance with the manufacturer's recoamendations.

Conformance with applicable GDC's is discussed in Section 3.1. Conformance with

regulatory guides is discussed in Section 1.8. Conformance with Branch Technical

Positions ASB 3-1 and MEB 3-1, as related to breaks in high and moderate energy
piping systems outside containment, is discussed in Sections 3.6.1 and 3.6.2.
The guidelines presented in Branch Technical Position ICSB-17 (PSB) have been
considered in the design of this system as described in Chapter 8.

9.5.5.2 System Description

The standby diesel generator cooling water system is shown on Figure 9.5-9. The

entire cooling water system is supplied as part of the diesel generator auxiliary
skid. The system consists of a separate piping network for each engine that
circulates lake water from the emergency service water system through the jacket
water heat exchanger.
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The engine jacket water cooling system consists of a closed loop in which
desineralized water is circulated through the engine, the lube oil heat
exchanger, and the jacket water heat exchanger witt an engine driven
centrifugal pump. It then passes through a three-way temperature control
valve (R46-F507A,B) which directs the coolant through or around the engine
jacket water heat exchanger, as necessary, u maintain tl.e required water
temperature. The water then returns to the pump suction and the cycle is
repeated.

The 100 percent capacity engine driven cooling water pump has a capacity of
1800 gpm at 43 psig discharge pressure and operates whenever the diesel
generator is in operation.

The jacket water heat exchanger is a shell and tube type, with emergency -

Fervice water on the tube side and diesel gener.otor cooling water on the shell
side. The tube side capacity is 1000 gpm with an inlet water temperature of g
80*F and an outlet water temperature of 129*F. The shell side capacity is G

D1800 gpa with an inlet water temperature of 175*F and an outlet water
temperature of 197.8 F.

The lube heat exchanger is a shell and tube type with diesel generator cooling
water on the tube side and lube oil on the shell side. The tube side capacity

is 900 gpm with an inlet water temperature of 147.8*F and an outlet water
temperature of 154.9*F. The shell side capacity is 500 gpm with an inlet lube
oil temperature of 185*F and an outlet lube oil tecperature of 156.4*F.

The closed cycle system also includes a jacket water standpipe and a heating
system to keep the system warm for standby purposes. The heating system
includes an electric heater inside the jacket water standpipe and a motor

driven pump to circulate warm coolant at a temperature of approximately 150*F
through the engica. A check valve is included in the warmup line to prevent
back flow during operaticm of the engine.

|

The keepwarm pump is of the horizontal, centrifugal type with a capacity of
50 gpm at. 50 ft head with a three horsepower motor. The pump may be operated
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with a manual control switch; however, with its control switch in AUTO it will
operate continuously with the diesel in standby and will de-energixe when the
diesel comes up to speed.

N

The jacket water standpipe is of the horizontal cylindrical type which
maintains constant head on the pump and allows for expansion and bleeding of
entrained air. The heater in the standpipe is an electric immersion type with
an output of 18 KW. The heater is automatically operated from a temperature
switch in the standpipe.

The standby diesel jacket water heat exchanger will be without emergency
service water flow for approximately 70 seconds from the start of the diesel
generators. Ten seconds are required to bring the diesel generator up to
speed and 60 seconds elapse before the sequential loading process initiates
emergency service water system operation. The standby diesel engine cooling
water system can operate without emergency service water for 1-1/2 minutes
before the maximum allowable cooling water temperature of 190*F is reached.

.

The standby diesel cooling water system is required to remove 21,589,100
Btu /hr, and is capable of removing a maximum of 23,748,000 Btu /hr. The
temperature of the cooling water coming out of the standby diesel during
normal operation is approximately 175'F.

Control of the system is normally automatic during all modes of plant
operation. N

,

9
m
ADetails of the diesel generator starting sequence are discussed in

Section 8.3.1. The HPCS cooling water system is discussed in Section 9.5.9.2.

9.5.5.3 Safety Evaluation

N
The standby diesel generator cooling water system is designed in accordance 7

O
' - with the N

*

i
I
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A
requirements of Section III of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel' Code and N

hTEMA and DEMA standards. The system is classified Safety Class 3 and Seismic
4

Category 1.

The standby diesel generator cooling water system is Seismic Category I. Each

diesel generator set, with its attendant cooling water system, is located in a

separate Seismic Category I structure. No non-Seismic Category I structures
or components are located close enough to impair diesel generator cooling
water system operation. The system meets the single failure criterion, i.e.,

if a failure in the system prevents the operation of the associated diesel
generator, the other two divisions of the emergency power system (described in
Section 8.3) will provide adequate power to safely shut down the plant or to
mitigste the consequences of any of the postulated accidents. Each standby
diesel generator cooling water system is cooled by a separate emergency
service water system loop (see Section 9.2.1).

9.5.5.4 Inspection and Testing Requirements

To ensure the availability of the standby diesel generator cooling water
system, scheduled inspection and testing of the equipment are performed as
part of the overall engine performance checks. Instrumentation is provided to

monitor cooling water temperatures and head tank level. These instruments
will receive periodic calibration and inspection to verify their accuracy.

During standby periods, the keepwarm feature of the engine jacket water
cooling closed loop system is checked at scheduled intervals. This will
ensure that the water jackets are warm enough to assist quick starting of the
engine.

The cooling water in the engine jacket water closed loop system vill be
analyzed at regular intervals and will be treated, as necessary, to maintain
the desired quality as specified by the manufacturer.

,
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Each redundant diesel generator starting system train is capable of providing

five cranking start cycles, each with a duration of three seconds.

The trains are arranged so that the diesel engine may be started from either
or both starting air lines.

Each air compressor is capable of recharging cue air receiver tank from
minimum (200 psig) to maximum (250 psig) starting air pressure in 28 minutes. 4
The air compressors are reciprocating, two stage, air cooled type with a
capacity of 84 scfm at a discharge pressure of 250 psig and a 30 horsepower
motor.

The compressors may be operated with manual control switches; however, they
normally are operated automatically by pressure switches which sense the air
pressure from the respective receiver tanks. The pressure switches start and
stop the compressors, as necessary, to maintain the desired system pressure
range.

The after coolers are the air cooled type and are provided downstream of each
compressor to cool the compressor discharge air temperature prior to entering
the air dryer. The compressed air passes on the tube side of the cooler, and

cooling air is fan-blown over the finned tubes. Each aftercooler operates

continuously in conjunction with its respective compressor.

The air dryers are the desiccant type and are provided downstream of the b
%

respective aftercooler to remove moisture from the starting air. Each air p-
dryer has a capacity of 77 scfm at 250 psig and 140* F, and will reduce the d
dewpoint to -40* F and 250 psig. The purge flow is 6 scfm and the effluent is

71 scfm.

Each air dryer assembly consists of a prefilter, two dehydrator towers, an

afterfilter, and the interconnecting piping and valves which control the air

flow to each tower. Each air dryer assembly processes 77 scfm of compressed
air through one of the two availabic dehydrator towers which contain desiccant

to remove moisture. While one tower dries the air, the other tower is purged
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with a portion of the dried air in order to reactivate the desiccant. An

automatic control system provided with the air dryer assembly reverses the
modes of the towers on a timed basis, thus ensuring that the air is dried with

freshly regenerated desiccant. The prefilter removes entrained water and oil

from the air entering the air dryer, and the afterfilter removes any desiccant
which may become airborne during drying.

The air receiver tanks are 305 ft.3, horizontal, cylindrical type with a
design pressure of 275 psig at 250* F.

R
&

Control of the system is normally automatic during all modes of plant
operation. Following receipt of the start signal, starting air is admitted to

the power cylinders and the cranking cycle duration is approximately one
engine revolution.

Details of the diesel generator starting sequence are discussed in Section
8.3.1. The HPCS starting air system is discussed in Section 9.5.9.3.

An air-to-air aftercooler is provided on the downstream side of both the diesel

and motor-driven starting air compressors to cool the compressed air prior to
entering the air dryer. The compressed air passes on the tube side o the

cooler and cooling air is fan-blown over the finned tubes. Each aftercuoler

operates continuously in conjunction with it's respective compressor.

Zach starting air dryer assembly consists of a prefilter, two dehydrator
towers, an afterfilter, and the interconnecting piping and valves which

control the air flow to each tower. Each air dryer assembly processes 77 scfm
of air at 140*F and 250 psig through one of the two availabic dehydrator
towers which contain desiccant to remove moisture. While one tower dries the
air, the other tower is purged with a portion cf the dried air to reactivate

the dessicant. An automatic control system provided wit ~a the air dryer
assembly reverses the modes of the towers on a timed basis, thus ensuring the
air is dried with freshly regenerated dessicant. The air dryer reduces the
starting air dewpoint to -40* F at 250 psig. The prefilter removes entrained

water from the air entering the air dryer and the af terfilter removes any
dessicant which may become airborne during drying.
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The dessicant type air dryer was chosen over the refrigeration type air dryer
for a number of reasons. The dessicant type air dryer. typically produces a
lower air dew point temperature in the range of -40' F; the refrigeration type
dryer dew point temperature is limited to 35' F, which is not sufficient in
colder temperature climates. The dessicant air dryer also is more reliable,
while the refrigeration type dryer requires a periodic replacement of_the
refrigeration unit, which can become suddenly inoperative. Finally, the
dessicant air dryer is very simplistic in design, the only active components
being electrical controls and a purge valve.

The performance of the diesel generator starting system filters and strainers
for the standby diesel generators is monitored by a pressure sensor located in
each of the starting air lines, just upstream of the solenoid valves which
admit air to the air header on tac cus.oo. toe pressure sensors detect

pressure downstream of the final strainer in the system and signal an alarm on
the engine control panel when starting air pressure is low. The filters and
strainers are manually checked for cleanliness during routine testing and
inspection.

k
Details of the instrumentation and controls for the standby diesel generator k

4air start system are discussed in Section 7.3.1.

9.5.6.3 Safety Evaluation

Each standby diesel generator set, with its attendant starting air system, is

located in a separate Seismic Category I structure. No non-Seismic Category I
structures or components are located close enough to impair diesel generator
starting system operation.

Essential components of the standby diesel generator starting air system are
designed in accordance with the requirements of Section III of the ASME Boiler
and Pressure Vessel. Code. The system is classified Safety Class 3 and Seismic-

A
Category I from the check valve upstream of the resceiver tanks to the s

dconnection at the diesel engine.- The system is non-safety from the compressors y

to the check valve upstream of the receiver tanks. The components located on

the standby diesel generator skid are manufactured to DEMA standards.
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If starting air pressure at the engine from either of the two redundant
sections drops below the required minimum alarms are annunciated both in the
main control room and at the local diesel control panel.

9.5.6.4 Inspection and Testina Requirements

Proper operation of the air compressors, aftercoolers, dryers, system low
pressure alarms and the engine air admission valves will be checked at
scheduled intervals to assure their availability. The following will be

- checked:

System pressure control pressure switches automatically start and stopa.

the compressors, as required, to maintain the desired pressure range in
their respective receiver tanks.

w
9

b. Low pressure alarm signals for low air pressure to the engine are |f
Y

actuated at the designated pressure.

c. Engine air admission valves function properly in response to the engine-
start control.

d. Pressure gauges on the receiver tanks indicate accurately.

,

1
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The circulating lube oil picks up heat from the diesel engine and rejects it
to the lube oil heat exchanger.

,

The lube oil heat exchanger is of the shell and tube type in which coolant
from the standby diesel generator jacket water system flows through the tubes,
and oil flows through the shell as controlled by the thermostatic control
valve in the standby diesel generator jacket water system to cool the heated
lube oil. The system has been designed and fabricated by the standby diesel
manufacturer to provide proper cooling for the lube oil heat exchanger. The
tube side capacity of the heat exchanger is 900 gpa with an inlet water
temperature of 147.8*F and an outlet water temperature of 154*F. The shell

side capacity is 500 gpa with an inlet lube oil temperature of 185*F and an
outlet lube oil temperature of 156.4*F.

The engine driven lube oil pump has a capacity of 500 gpm at 60 psig discharge
pressure and operates whenever the diesel generator is in operation. The lube
oil sump tank is a cylindrical, two partitioned, atmospheric type with a
capacity of 450 gallons.

The system also includes a standby preheating system to keep the engine ready
for fast start operation. It consistsof a positive displacement keepwarm pump
with a 15 HP motor, which takes oil from the sump through an electric heater,
and directs it through a filter, the engine bearings and back to the sump.

The keepwarm pump may be operated with a manual control switch; however, with,
its control switch in AUTO it will operate continuously with the diesel in }

' standby and will de-energize when the diesel comes up to speed. f
5
4

The heater in the lube oil is an electric immersion type with an output of

18 kW and is automatically operated from a temperature switch in the heater
assembly to maintain the circulating lube oil at a temperature of

approximately 150*F.

The lube oil system is provided with various filters and strainers to maintain

the required quality of the lube oil during engine cperation. The filters are

9.5-39
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changed and the strainers are cleaned in accordance with the manufacturer's
instructions to assure an adequate supply of clean oil to the-engine. *1

i
d

Details of the diesel generator starting sequence are discussed in M
$

Section 8.3.1. The HPCS lube oil system is discussed in Section 9.5.9.4.

9.5.7.3 Safety Evaluation
.

The standby diesel generator lubrication system is an integral part of the
diesel generator. The system meets the single failure criterion, since if a
failure in this system prevents the satisfactory operation of the associated;
diesel generator, the other two divisions of the standby power system
(described in Section 8.3) will provide adequate power to safety shut down the
plant or to mitigate the consequence of any of the postulated accidents.
There are no shared systems or piping interconnections between systems. The

; standby diesel generator lubrication system for each diesel is cooled by a
separate, redundant safety related cooling water system (see Section 9.5.5).

4

The design and fabrication of the standby diesel generator lubrication system
are in accordance with the requirements of Section III of the ASNE Boiler and. p,

| Pressure Vessel Code,' the National Fire Protection Association Standard 37 and }'
DEMA Standards. The standby diesel generator lubrication system is classified j[

Safety Class 3 and Seismic Category 1. No protective interlocks in the
1.

lubrication system will preclude standby diesel generator operation during'

emergency operations.

.

i

.
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9.5.8 DIESEL GENERATOR COMBUSTION AIR INTAKE AND EXHAUST SYSTEM

9.5.8.1 Design Bases

The standby and high pressure core spray (HFCS) diesel generator combustion
air intake and exhaust system supplies air of reliable quality to the standby

and HPCS diesel generators and exhausts the products of combustion from the

diesel generators to the atmosphere. The system is designed so that each

standby and HPCS diesel generator has its own separate and independent

combustion air intake and exhaust system. Also, failure of any one component

on one combustion air intake and exhaust system does not lead to the loss of

function of more than one diesel generator.

The standby and HPCS diesel generator combustion air intake and exhaust system
is safety related from the inlet filter to the exhaust blowoff hatch. The

exhaust silencer is non-safety related since any blockage of the silencer

would be automatically bypassed through the blowoff hatch. The system design
conforms with the requirements of GDC's 1, 2, 4, 5 and 17 (see Section 3.1).
Guidance presented in Regulatory Guides 1.26, 1.29, 1.68, 1.102 and 1.117 has
been considered in the design of the system. The degree of conformance with

these regulatory guides is discussed in Section 1.8. Conformance with Branch

Technical Positions ASB 3-1 and MEB 3-1, as relates to breaks in high and

moderate energy piping systems outside containment, is discussed in

Sections 3.6.1 and 3.6.2. The guidelines presented in Branch Technical
Position ICSB-17 (PSB) have also been considered in the design of thi. system
as discussed in Chapter 8.

The standby and HPCS diesel generator combustion air intake and exhaust system
is classified as Safety Class 3, Seismic Category I, except for the crankcase

vent lines and exhaust silencers which are non-safety related. The system is es
,s

designed in accordance with NFPA-37 and DEMA Standards. q

k
9.5.8.2 System Description

Each standby and HPCS diesel generator combustion air intake and exhaust
system consists of two air intake filters, two air intake silencers, expansion
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! .

I joints, exhaust blowoff hatch, exhaust silencer and associated piping and

; valves connecting the equipment.

j Combustion air at a rate of 14,078 scfm (each. filter) is drawn through'
50 percent capacity oil bath type air intake filters located in louvered

I cubicles on the diesel generator building roof. These filters clean the

ambient air for admittance to the diesel generator. The air then passes

through skid mounted 50 percent capacity tubular duct type inlet silencers
,

located in the diesel generator room. These silencers are provided to reduce
the noise level in the diesel generator room.

NBefore being relased to the atmosphere, diesel generator exhaust passes y
through a spark arresting type exhaust silencer at a rate of 30,500 scia. The d

#1silencer is mounted on the diesel generator roof and is provided to reduce _the. gL
'

noise level in the vicinity outside the diesel generator building.

The blowoff hatch, located in the exhaust line on the diesel generator
,

building roof. is provided for exhaust line overpressure protection.

f Details of the standby diesel generator starting sequence are discussed in
l Section 8.3.1.
;

i The intake and exhaust systems contain no flow control devices (louvers,
dampers). The standby and HPCS diesel intake and exhaust systems are shown in

i Figures 9.5-12, 9.5-13 and 9.5-14, and the layout arrangement is shown in
Figures 1.2-6 and 1.2-13.

9.5.8.3 Safety Evaluation

.

Each standby and HPCS diesel generator is provided with a completely separate
and independent combustion air intake and exhaust system. These systems are
not redundant since there are three divisions of the emergency power. system

''

(see Section 8.3). The elevation of this system is well above the maximum
flood design water level (see Section 3.4).

i
J

^
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Arrangement and location of combustion air intake and exhaust, as shown-in
i

Figures 1.2-6 and 1.2-13, are such that the dilution or cont, amination of
I' intake air by exhaust products will not preclude the operation of the standby

and HPCS diesel generators. Recirculation of standby and HPCS diesel engine ,

| combustion products to the air intakes is prevented by locating the exhaust
stacks at a higher elevation away from the intakes. Since hot exhaust gases;

! rise and disperse, recirculation into the intakes canno. occur. The.
accidental release of onsite stored gases (CO and H ) in the yard (see

2 2
'

Table 2.2-10) will not affect the performance of the diesel generators. The
'maximum concentration of-these t,ases at the cier.el generator air intake was

calculated assuming total release of the stored inventory in accordance to

)- Regulatory Guide 1.78 and are as follows:
on

Stored Gas Stored Inventory Gas Concentration 0 @ Intake2
1 in Yard % by Vol. % by Vol. %

CO 4 t ns 7.5 19.4
2

H 7,387 ft 5.5 19.8
2

,

; The required oxygen content at the diesel air intake to ensure no degradation
of the diesel generator performance is 18 percent by volume, which is

; equivalent to a gas concentration at the intake of 14.3 percent by volume.-
I

The only plant carbon dioxide fire extinquishing systems in the vicinity.of
the emergency diesel generator air intakes are located within the diesel,

generator rooms and in the control complex. If the carbon dioxide fire

extinguishing system is activated for the chart storage room in the control
complex, or in a diesel generator room, the fire dampers for the repsectivei

room are automatically closed and the area isolated to prevent air, smoke or k,

carbon dioxide from being exhausted. The isolated area will remain isolated (5
m

until the fire is controlled and it is determined that gases can be safety 4:

vented from the isolated area. In the diesel generator room, the gases are y

vented from the exhaust outlets, which are remote from the air intake vents 8

and at a higher elevation, as de::cribed above. In the chart storage room the

4' gases can be purged, when necessary, by using a portable blower.

] 9.5-42a
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If a single failure of the fire protection system occurs in the chart storage

hfroom, the fire barrier would contain the fire for the required three hours. If
*smoke and/or gases would be free to escape from the room, the vents are vented

to the Unit I hallway and are rated at 50 cfm. The smoke and gases could then ;g

be handled by the control complex habitability systems, as discussed in
Section 6.4. Os

'4.

d
Any gases released from an isolated irea would be a less critical situation than {[
described above by a single release from the onsite storage of gases.

:

|

|

4
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.

If a postulated fire would occur in the 500,00 gallon fuel oil storage-. tank
located above ground over 650 ft from the intakes, it would be controlled
using a foam extinguishing system discussed in Section 9.5.1. Foam is

composed of water, foam concentrate and air. The concentrate is proportioned
with watre at a 3 to 4 percent concentration and air is induced into the

resulting solution to form foam bubbles. The foam bubbles form an

extinguishing blanket which excludes oxygen from the seat of the fire and
extinguishes it. No carbon dioxide is involved or generated in the

j extinguishing process.

An analysis made of the actual burning process, assuming ideal combustion,
'

results in a carbon dioxide generation rate of 4,270 lb/ min. The total

combustion gases would be approximately 20,900 lb/ min. Very high flame
temperature in the vicinity of 3,000*F would exist during such a fire. The
large tempe.rature difference between the fire and the atmosphere would cause a
significant stack effect. Under lov wind conditions, the stack effect could

be several thousand feet and would not drop below several hundred feet with
higher winds over 39.6 ft/sec. The results of assuming the minimum stack
effect and a 12 m/sec wind speed indicates a maximum gas concentration at the

-22
intakes of 5.45 x 10 lb/ min. of combustion products. Slower wind speeds

would result in lower concentration due to the higher stack effect.

!

! It has been determined that the postulated fire in the 500,000 gallon fuel oil nj
h

storage tank described above would be the cost critical case in reference to -

t'

Mthe diesel generator air intake quality and other postulated fires, including'

'$
| the ESF transformers.

'

The essential system components exposed to atmospheric conditions such as ice

< -
and snow are protected from possible clogging during standby or operation of

} the system. The assential portions of the system are housed within Seismic
Category I structures provided with louvers. The standby and HPCS diesel
generator combustion air intake and exhaust system components and piping are

I protected from missiles, pipe whip and jat impingement that might result from
piping cracks or breaks. Refer to Sections 3.5 and 3.6 for a discussion of

-
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The ingestion of dust and other deleterious materials into the combustion air
system is precluded by the use of an air filter on the combustion air intake
lines of the standby and HPCS diesel generators.

There will be little concrete dust generated. During construction, the y
toconcrete is delivered premixed to the plant and after pouring and curing, the 4

concrete is painted to protect its finish. Any concrete dust generated by
hammering, grinding, etc., on already poured concrete will be treated as
described above.

0.5.0.6 Inspection and Testing Reauirements

Each system is tested in accordance with the manufacturer's recommendations
during initial tests and operation. The standby and HPCS diesel generators
will be operated every month for periodic testing. Operation of air intake
and exhaust system components is verified during this testing. Additional
inspection, checkout and maintenance are performed as required.

9.5.8.5 Instrumentation Applications

The diesel generator combustion air intake and exhaust system is instrumented
as shown on Figure 9.5-12. A pressure indicator is provided on the local diesel
generator control panel which displays intake manifold air pressure. .Either the
left or right bank pressure may be selected for display through use of a manual
slide valve. A temperature selector switch and temperature indicator are also
located on the local diesel generator control panel. By using the selector

switch, one of the following temperatures may be selected for display: intake
A
4manifold air temperature, either the left or right bank; exhaust stack gas
6

temperature, either the left or right bank; each individual cylinder exhaust n,

gas temperature. The selector switch and temperature indicator may also be
used for local display of Jacket water and lubrication oil temperatures.

The combustion air intake and exhaust system parameters which are displayed on
the local diesel generator control panel will be logged during the periodic

engine testing. This information is used for engine performance monitoring,
trending cnd engine malfunction diagnostics.
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The only portions of the stcata and power conversion system (balance of plant)
that are safety related are:

a. For the main steam system - outer containment isolation valve
(N11-F028A,B,C,D) to the outermost system isolation valve
(N11-F020A,B,C,D).

b. For the feedwater system - from the first system isolation valve
(N27-F065A,B) to the reactor.

,

These portions of the main steam and feedwater systems are Safety Class 1 and
2, and Seismic Category I. Refer to Sections 10.3, 10.4.7 and 5.4.9 for

further discussion.

System instrumentation is discussed, in general, in Sections 10.2 l$
through 10.4. Safety related instrumentation associated with this system is E

<
discussed in Sections 7.2, 7.3 and 7.7.

,
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.

The turbine generator / pressure regulator instrumentation and controls are;

! - described in' Sections 7.7.1 and 7.7.2. The inservice inspection program for the
main steam reheat valves is discussed in Section 10.2.3.6. ;

A set of seven bypass valves with a total capacity of 35 percent of full load-

throttle flow-is installed immediately upstream of the inlet stop valves. The

bypass valves permit rapid load reduction, up to 35' percent-capacity, without
' "

requiring that the reactor be tripped.

The heat cycle provides for extraction at six pressure stages for feedwater

heating as follows:

a. One oa the high pressure turbine cylinder (Heater No. 6). . ;

b. One on the moisture separator (Heater No. 5).

4

c. Four on each of the three low pressure turbine cylinders ,(Heater Nos. 4, 3,
I 2 and 1).
:

'
10.2.2.2 Electrohydraulic Control System

|

The turbine generator uses an electrohydraulic control (EHC) system which, in

; coordination with the NSSS steam bypass and pressure control system, controls the
! turbine speed, load, pressure, and flow for startup and normal operations. The g

9
EHC system operates the turbine stop valves, control valves, and combined stop !q

and intercept valves. Turbine generator supervisory instrumentation is provided d,
,

i m
for operational analysis and malfunction diagnosis. gg

Automatic control functions are programmed to protect the nuclear steam supply
,

j system with appropriate corrective actions. The turbine EHC system combines the
.

principles of solid-state electronics and high pressure hydraulics to control

steam flow through the turbine. The control system has the following major
subsystems.

:

1

=
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a. Speed-control unit

b. Load-control unit

c. Flow-control unit.

The speed-control unit receives speed signals from the shaft speed pick-ups,
which are compared to a speed reference signal, to produce a speed / error signal.
The speed-control unit also differentiates the speed signals to produce
acceleration signals. These signals are compared to the acceleration reference
to produce acceleration error signals that are integrated and combined with the ()

b)speed / error signal, to produce an output to the load-control unit.
d
h

The load-control unit accepts the speed-acceleration error signal from the speed p
control unit and compares the signal with the preselected load demand signal,
which is provided to the NSSS steam bypass and pressure control system. The
load-control unit also accepts limit signals (e.g., load limit, pressure limit,

power load unbalance-limit, etc.) and combines them with the load demand signal
to generate flow reference signals, which are provided to the flow control unit.

!

! The flow control unit positions the turbine steam control valves at the required
:

position to satisfy each valve flow reference signal from the load-control unit.
;

! It consists of the individual valve positioning units, which essentially are

. electrohydraulic, closed-loop, servo-mechanism valve position-control systems.

10.2.2.3 Turbine Overspeed Protection System

|

The turbins overspeed protection system is not a safety-related system. Since

the turbine overspeed control system equipment, electrical cables, and hydraulic
| ns

lines are not required to safely shutdown the reactor, no protection is provided {q
for the overspeed protection system from the effects of high or moderate energy f
pipe failure. Refer to Section 3.6 for further discussion of pipe break "4

i Ib
,

criteria. Nevertheless, the turbine is provided with a highly reliable and
4

redundant control system to trip the turbine in the event of a turbine overspeed

condition.

!

e

4

4
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The normal speed control function is provided by the turbine electrohydraulic
control system described in Section 10.2.2.2 above. In addition, a redundant

,

overspeed protection system is included which features an emergency mechanical k
overspeed trip and a backup electrical overspeed trip. Redundancy is achieved by %

using at least two independent channels from the signal source to the output
device that controls the emergency trip system, fluid pressure which actuates the

Iturbine steam valves. Figure 10.2-3 is a block diagram of the turbine protection

system. A failure mode and effects analysis for the turbine overspeed protection ,

9
systems is provided in Table 10.2-1. This demonstrates that any specific valve h

h
failure cannot disable the turbine overspeed trip from functioning.

The mechanical overspeed trip is an unbalanced ring which is held concentric with
the shaft by a spring. When the speed reaches the trip speed (110 percent to
111 percent of rated), the centrifugal force of the ring overcomes the force of
the spring, and the ring snaps to an eccentric position. The ring then strikes
the trip finger which operates the mechanical trip valve. This releases the -

fluid pressure on the disk dump valves for main stop and control valve,s and
intermediate stop and intercept valves, thereby closing the turbine steam valves.
The overspeed trip device may be tested by tripping it at normal speed by the
application of oil through the oil trip valve.

The electricsi backup overspeed trip device (see Figure 10.2-3) consists of a i
m

speed trip relay (set at 0.5 percent above the raechanical trip setpoint) that is b

operated by a signal from a magnetic pickup from the turbine shaft. The signal,

from the speed trip relay will energize the master trip relay which will
deenergize both coils of the electrical trip solenoid valve. When both coils are j

'

i deenergized, the electrical trip valve operates to release the fluid pressure on
the actuator of the steam valves. Redundance is also achieved within the
electrical overspeed trip system by maintaiuing at least two independent channels
from the signal source to the output device that controls the emergency trip
system (E.T.S.), fluid pressure which actuates the turbine steam valves and an

m
air relay dump valve. The air relay dump valve controls air to the extraction 4
steam check valves which limit contributions to turbine overspeed from steam and
water in the extraction lines and feedwater heaters. The total energy in these

steam lines down to the check valves has been included in the turbine overspeed

:
,
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analysis. The extraction steam lines from the turbine to the No. 1 and 2
feedwater heaters are located within the main condensers and do not have any

non-return valves provided in them. The turbine overspeed analysis takes into
account the total energy in these extraction lines to the No. land 2 heaters down
to and including the water and steam in the heater and subcooler shells. This
data has been used by Generai Electric to calculate the maximum potential
overspeed assuming turbine load is suddenly reduced from maximum to zero, with no
restraint of reverse flow in the extraction lines being considered, but assuming

that all other turbine control and extraction non-return valves operate normally.

This General Electric analysis demonstrates that these bottled-up volumes of
steam and water within the turbine and extraction steam system will not cause the

turbine speed to rise above a certain maximum value (as established by General
Electric steam turbine design rules and code requirements) after a full load 6
rejection or trip. h

The closing time for all extraction non-return valves is less than two seconds.
The motor-operated stop valves in the extraction steam lines from the turbine are
not relied 'on to provide overspeed protection, but have been included to prevent
water damage to the turbine, so their closure times are not relevant to overspeed
protection.

Additional overspeed protection is provided for the condition of load rejection
that follows:

For the unbalance between turbine power input and generator power output in
excess of 40 percent of rated, the power / load unbalance relay will operate. The
power / load unbalance relay:

a. Actuates the control valve solenoid valves to cause fast closing of the

control valves and intercept valves;

b. Changes the load reference signal within the loading unit to zero load, such
that the slightest speed increase will start closing the intercept valve;

c. Runs the load setter toward zero load.

.

,
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Each component of the mechanical and electrical overspeed protection systems will
be tested during normal operation, on a weekly basis, by the following tests:

a. A mechanical overspeed trip test at the EHC Panel to test for operation of
the overspeed trip device and mechanical trip valve.

b. A mechanical trip piston test at the EHC panel to test for electrical
.

activation of the trip mechanism.

An electrical trip test at t' e EHC panel to test for operation of theac.

electrical trip valve.

d. A backup overspeed trip test at the EHC panel to test the 2 out of 3 logic
circuits.

10.2.2.4 Turbine Protection System
,

In addition to overspeed trip signals discussed above, the emergency trip system
closes the main stop and control valves and the intermediate stop and intercept
valves, shutting down the turbine on the signals listed in Section 10.2.2.4.1 and-

10.2.2.4.2.

The sequence of events and response times following a turbine trip are given in 3
Section 15.2.3, Figures 15.2-2 through 15.2-5, and Tables 15.2-2 through 15.2-5. h

d
n

10.2.2.4.1 Turbine Trip Signals Due to Mechanical Faults th

The turbine is shut down due to the following mechanical fault signals:

a. Loss of vacuum trip;

b. Excessive thrust bearing wear;

c. Prolonged loss of generator stator coolant at loads in excess of a preset
value;

10.2-3d
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d. External trip signals, including remote manual trip on the control panel;

Loss of hydraulic fluid supply pressure (loss of emergency trip system fluide.

pressure automatically closes the turbine valves and then energizes the
master trip relay to prevent a false restart);

f. Low bearing oil pressure;

g. Loss of both speed signals when turbine is not in standby control;

h. High exhaust hood temperature;

i. High shaft vibration;

j. Loss of 125 volt d-c electrohydraulic control power supply when turbine is
operating at greater then 75% rated speed;

k. Loss of 24 volt d-c electrohydraulic control power supply; O
M
1~.

1. High level in moisture separators;

m. High reactor water level;

Low shaft pump discharge pressure when turbine is operating at greater thann.

75% of rated speed;

Operation of the manual mechanical trip at the front standard; oro.
.

|
| p. Low bearing oil pressure to the trip piston.

10.2.2.4.2 Turbine Trip Signals Due to Generator Electrical Faults

Generator electrical fault signals that trip the turbine are as follows:

!

|
!
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a. 345 KV breaker failure;

b. Maia transformer differ '+.ial;

c. Main transformer sudden pressure;

d. Main transformer 345 KV neutral overcurrent;

e. > Unit 345 KV bus differential;

f. Unit auxiliary transformer neutral overcurrent "X";

g. Unit auxiliary tranformer neutral overcurrent "Y";

i

h. Unit auxiliary transformer sudden pressure;

i. Unit auxiliary transformer differential;
d

J. Generator volts /Hz;,

k. Manual operation of exciter when generator is not connected to system;

i 1. Underfrequency;

l m. Negative sequence overcurrent;

n. Generator loss of excitation with no voltage balance;

o. Generator out of step with no voltage balance;

p. Low load generator loss of excitation when both generator lockout relays are
reset and no voltage balance;

q. Generator neutral overvoltage;

'
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r. Generator differential No. 1;
!

s. Generator differential No. 2; h,
h
6

t. Unit overall differential; or {
u. Zero sequence overvoltage with no voltage balance.

.

;

i

.

.

e

a
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10.2.5 HYDROGEN AND CARBON DIOXIDE SYSTEMS

10.2.5.1 Power Generation Design Bases

The hydrogen and carbon dioxide systems are designed to pro 0ide thea.

! necessary flow and pressure at the main turbine generator:
i

1. During startup when air is purged from the generator by carbon dioxide.
,

2. During startup when carbon dioxide is purged from the generator by
hydrogen.-

3. During shutdown when hydrogen is purged from the generator by carbon
; dioxide.

4. During shutdown when carbon dioxide is purged from the generator by
i air.

t 5. During normal operation where hydrogen is continuously supplied to the
generator to make up for generator hydrogen leakage

b. Each unit has its own hydrogen bulk storage system. O
.

\2i

c. The carbon dioxide supply is common to both generating units.I

d. Should the carbon dioxide portion of the subject system fail, the plant BT

could continue in normal operation. Should the hydrogen portion of the
j subject system fail, the plant could continue in normal operation until the

generator hydrogen pressure begins to fall below 60 psi after which the
generator should be operated in accordance with the turbine generator
manufacturer's requirements.

j 10.2.5.2 System Description

:
4

The hydrogen and carboa dioxide system consists of hydrogen supply cylinders and
; piping with all necessary valves, pressure reducers, instrumentation, gas purity
' measuring equipment, carbon dioxide vaporizer, and carbon dioxide supply piping

with all necessarf valves, and instrumentation and hydrogen bulk storage
,

; . cylinders for each unit. The hydrogen and carbon dioxide system components,
piping, valves and instrumentation are shown in Figures 10.2-4 through 10.2-8;*

the hydrogen and carbon dioxide bulk storage units are located outdoors. The

hydrogen cylinder filling area for each unit is near the heater bay. The carbon

dioxide tank for generator purge is located near the service building.

J

! 10.2-9
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10.2.5.3 System Evaluation

The hydrogen and carbon dioxide system serves no safety function. System
analysis has shown that failure of the hydrogen and carbon dioxide system will
not compromise any safety related systems or prevent safe shutdown. Nine
hydrogen storage cylinders for each unit, with a total capacity of 66,483 SCF at
90 psig, are located in the yard near the heater bay as shown on Figure 10.2-9.
The separation together with the open space location precludes adverse effects
resulting from the unlikely possibility of any explosions or fires. A fire

safety shutoff valve is provided that can be closed to shut off hydrogen to the

turbine building in case of fire or high temperature in plant. A fence is

erected around the hydrogen bulk storage units to further protect the storage

area. "No Smoking" signs and " Danger Regulating Station" signs are posted in
accordance with NFPA requirements.

They hydrogen distribution headers inside the turbine building are routed as g ..,

follows: gg

$
1. Headers are located to prevent physical damage to pipe. a)

'2. Headers are located away from equipment that present a fire hazard to
hydrogen.

3. Headers are routed through ventilated areas.

The protective measures taken to prevent fires and explosions include the strict

observance of the turbine vendor's operating instructions. These protective
measures include the following during operation and mainteocace:

.

,

During normal operation, hydrogen is used to cool the generator. To preventa.
'

hydrogen from leaking through the generator shaft seal glands into the

turbine building, a shaft oil sealing system is provided.

To avoid having an explosive hydrogen-air mixture in the generator at any

time, such as when the generator is being filled with hydrogen prior to

being placed in service or when hydrogen is being removed from.the generator
for maintenance or inspection, a carbon dioxide purge is used. Hydrogen
concentrations are controlled with the aid of a gas analyzer.

!

10.2-10
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Before filling or purging the generator, the carbon dioxide analyzer will be
calibrated with air, carbon dioxide and hydrogen.

b. " Hydrogen removal from the generator before it is opened for maintenance

While the generator is at standstill or on turning gear operation and the

shaft-sealing system is in operation,' carbon dioxide is admitted into the
generator, maintaining a pressure between specified limits in the generator
casing, until the carbon dioxide concentration in the discharge is in excess
of 95 percent measured by a gas tester on the control board of-the hydrogen
a0d carbon dioxide gas system. When hydrogen is being purged from the
casing, all hydrogen supply piping and headers will be disconnected to
prevent hydrogen from entering the casing because of possible leakage or
faulty operatisn of valves. A leakage test is conducted after purging

O
wydrogen from the casing, and the casing is not to be opened; additional g3

carbon dioxide is admitted to the casing to attain the required test
f

pressure. The carbon dioxide will be purged from the casing with dry air. ng

b
c. Air removal from the generator before hydrogen fill fo". lowing maintenance

While the generator is at a standstill or on turning gear operation and the
shaft-sealing system is in op' ration, carbon dioxide will be admitted te the
bottom of the generator through carbon dioxide distribution piping, and air

.

In the generator will be discharged to atmosphere through the hydrogen feed
pipe.

While the generator is being filled with carbon dioxide, the percentage of
carbon dioxide in the gas mixture being dischargeo from the generator to the
atmosphere should be measured by the carbon dioxide-air scale of the carbon
dioxide analyzer. Carbon dioxide will be admitted to the generator until
air has been displaced by carbon dioxide.

|
|

|

!
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d. Filling generator with hydrogen

When the air has been displaced by carbon dioxide as determined by the gas
analyzer, hydrogen is admitted to the top of the generator through the

.sparger and carbon dioxide is vented to atmosphere through the lower
sparger, where it was originally admitted. When hydrogen concentration in 9

\the vented gas is above 90 percent hydrogen in carbon dioxide, the vent to
datmosphere may be closed and the hydrogen pressure raised to the required
n)

operating pressure. Di[
.

10.2.5.4 Tests and Inspection

The hydrogen and carbon dioxide system is proved operable by its use. System
piping and components are pneumatically tested prior to startup.

.

I
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TABLE 10.2-1

TURBINE OVERSPEED PROTECTION SYSTEM

FAILURE ANALYSIS

Component Malfunction Comment

Steam Valve One valve fails to close All. steam valves are in pairs in

(MSV, CV, IV, ISV) on overspeed trip series. Thus, failure of one

valve to close does not defeat

overspeed protection.

9
Turbine Extraction One valve fails to close The overspeed potential of the (q
Nonreturn Valve feedwater heating system is q}

small. The. total energy addition P)
ji

c;e to any single extraction valve

failure can contribute no more

than 3 percent to the

running speed of the turbine

generator.

Mechanical Trip Fails to drop ETS pressure Th'e backup electrical overspeed

Valve upon actuation of trip de-energizes the master

mechanical overspeed trip trip solenoid valve which, in

turn, results in a drop in ETS

pressure.

u-
- - _ -J
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1 TABLE 10.2-1 (Continued)

Componegt Falfunction Comment

Master Trip Fails to drep ETS pressure The mechanical overspeed

; Solenoid Valve upon actuation of trip actuates the mechanical

overspeed trip trip valve which, in turn,

results in a drop in ETS q

O
pressure. -.

O

Hydraulic Trip Piping fails causing All steam valves close as in

System Piping depressurization overspeed trip.

D-C Electric Power Power supply is lost Loss of two speed signals causes

Supply master trip solenoid valve to be

de-energized which, in turn,results

in a drop in ETS pressure.

.
.
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10.4 OTHER FEATURES OF STEAM AND POWER CONVERSION SYSTEM

10.4.1 MAIN CONDENSER

10.4.1.1 General

The main condenser acts as -a huat sink for the three low pressure turbine
exhausts, limiting the back pressure and tnus increasing the amount of
.available work from the turbines. The main condenser serves as a collection
point for turbine bypaes steam, moisture separator-reheater relief valve flow,
and other flows. The main condenser also deaerates and provides storage.

capacity for the condensate which is reused after a period of radioactive
decay.

10.4.1.2 Design Bases

The design bases for the main ccadenser are as follows:

a. The main condenser is designed to accept the influents specified in Table
10.4-3 without exceeding 5 inches Hg absolute or 200*F at the turbine
exhaust to any shell. The main condenser is designed for the following
approximate conditions:

9Condenser duty 8.1 x 10 Btu /hr

,
Circulating water inlet temperature 94*F

' (design)

| Circulating water temperature rise 32*F

; Air in-leakage 45 scfm
|

Disassociated H and 0 fr a the BWR H 162 scfm
2 2 0 81 scfm

f Steam processed through the main condenser normally contains small, amounts of
radioactive material. Noncondensable gases are removed via the steam jet air G,

1

ejectors (SJAE) to the off-gas processing system. Liquids are processed R
+

through the Condensate Filter and Demineralizer Systems. Excessive

!

10.4-1
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p
_ ___

G
radioactive leakage is detected by the main steam line radiation monitors and g

Ethe off gas pretreatment monitor.

.

10.4-la



g. To prevent tube failure during operat.'on of the turbine bypass, direct
steam impingement on the tubes is prohibited by use of spargers to M,

distribute the flow inside the condenser. All other high energy drains $'
+are also provided with spargers or baffles inside the condenser.

1

i

;
,

t
i

i

|

|

,

4
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b

10.4.1.3 System Description-

The main cc denser is a three shell, three pressure type with a rubber

expansion joint in each neck. Differential water levels are maintained in
each of the three condenser hotwells allowing condensate to flow from the.
lowest pressure to the intermediate pressure then to the highest pressure
hotwell where it is reheated. From there it flows to the hotwell storage-

located under the intermediate pressure condenser. This hotwell is an
extension of the high pressure condenser hotwell and is connected to it by a
cross-under pipe. The hotwell storage is isolated from the IP condenser by a
solid divider plate and is vented to the HP condenser. . Condensate leaves the
hotwell through two outlets. Design information for the main condenser is 55

provided in Table 10.4-3. k
*

!

During normal operation the main condenser receives the following flows:
,

a. Main turbine exhaust steam
b. Auxiliary condenser condensate
c. Drains from low pressure heater No. I

d. Steam packing exhauster drains

e. Steam jet air ejector (SJAE) condenser drains
f. Off gas condenser drains

g. Feedwater heater ventsi

h. Turbine governor valve leakoffs

i. Seal steam header flow
j. Feedpump seal leakoff

Possible flows during startup or abnormal conditions include:

Hotwell pump, SJAE condenser, steam packing exhauster, and condensatea.

booster purp recirculation.

b. Hotwell pump startup vents

c. Feedwater cleanup flow
'

d. Emergency drains from feedwater heaters No. 6, 5, 3 and 2
e. Moisture separator and reheater drains

10.4-3
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f. Condensate makeup

.g. Turbine bypass flow

h. .Feedwater heater vents

Systems which.have relief valves discharging to the condenser include:
1

-a. Reheat steam relief
b. Heater vents and relief
c. Off gas condenser

d. Off-gas water separation effluent line

e. Off-gas air preheater

f. SJAE intercondent * -

g. Steam seal evapt ,o r

10.4.1.4 Safety Evaluation

Since the main condenser operates at a vacuum, any leakage is into.the shell
side of the main condenser. Provision is made for detection of circulating

water leakage into the shell side of the main condenser. Water leakage is q
detected by measuring the conductivity of sample water extracted from a tray N9

located beneath the tube bundles. A leak will allow the circulating water to

drain over the tube bundles and collect in the tray. Sampling methods are Sh '

described in Section 9.3.2. Radioactive leakage to the atmosphere cannot ,

qoccur.

4

|
Air inleakage and'noncondensable gases, including hydrogen and oxygen gases, [f
contained in the turbine exhaust steam due to dissociation of water in the 4

reactor, are collected in the condenser from which they are removed by the
main condenser evacuation system described in Section 10.4.2.

i

!

| Disassociated hydrogen is removed b'r the steam jet. air ejector to the off-gas -,

' system. Noncondensible gases cascade from the highest to lowest pressure main
condenser shell eliminating the possibility of hydrogen buildup in any shell.

,

1 In the event one steam jet air ejector set should fail, a standby is available
i

i, to preclude loss of vacuum.

10.4-4
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The main condensers are not required to affect or support the safe shutdown of q
rn

the reactor or to perform in the operation of reactor safety features. 4*

The influence of the main condenser en the reactor coolant system is reduced

by the decoupling effect of the hot surge tank. Pressures, temperatures and
flows are influenced by the pumps, heaters and storage tanks downstream of the
condenser. The effect it has on the reactor coolant system is its contaminant

removal and radiation decay capacity. The anticipated inventory of

radioactive contaminants during operation and shutdown is discussed in
Section 11.1. If condenser coding water leakage into the condensate stream h-

9
occurs, conductivity elements detect the leakage. The circulating water f

mpasses through three main condenser shells in series. Four seperate cy

circulating water circuits and coaductivty elements are provided, allowing
5

unit operation without a severe load reduction or trip when it is necessary to o

kremove one circuit from service to p1ug a leaking tube. Reference 1 addresses
, d-

the problem of condenser tube in leakage on the quality of the
,

condensate /feedwater for a plant using seawater for the_ circulating water.
,

Reference 1 is used as a conservative guideline (considering the high
conductivity of seawater compared to fresh water) for permissible coding water

,

inleakage and time of operation. The high pressure condenser is equipped with a0
N9

four absolute pressure sensors which will close the main steam isolation s
en

valves on loss of condenser vacuum. The effect of a loss of condenser vacuum 9
N'

on reactor operation is provided in Section 15.2.5.
. .c

.

O
M
"'Normal deaeration of the turbine exhaust steam in the main condenser controls

oxygen to satisfy the feedwater chemistry requirements of a BWR.

10.4-4a
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Exhaust hood overheating protection is provided by exhaust hood sprays which
are activated before the trip point is reached. Under normal operating,

transient and emergency conditions, no detrimental effect is foreseen on the
reactor coolant system and no radioactive leakage can be anticipated.

There is no safety related equipment located in the turbine building. A

failure of the main condenser will not cause unacceptable flooding of areas

housing cafety related equipment. Flooding analysis is discussed in
Sections 2.4.10 and 10.4.5.3.1.

i The loss of main condenser vacuum will cause the turbine to be tripped. The

condenser instrumentation interface with the main steam isolation system is

described in Section 7.7.1.

10.4.1.5 Tests and Inspections
,

The main condenser is subjected to a shell side hydrostatic test in the field.

The pressure is limited to the s'tatic head of water at the turbine flange.
T
'

The waterboxes and tube circult are field hydrostatically tested to 1.5 times

the design pressure. Visual inspection of pipe weld joints will confirm the

exterior condition of the weld joints.

The condenser is provided with access manways to permit entry into the.

waterboxes (for inspection of tubes and tube joints), into the hotwells and

into the condenser shells to permit internal inspection of the condenser.
a

Inspection can be undertaken if there are indications of condenser operating sgi

.

abnormalities (such as tube leaks), or for general inspection purposes. Each O
m

condenser will consist of draining the conderser, removing the inspection Q*

covers, and inspecting for waterbox fouling, impingement erosion, internal .

structural damage and cleanliness.

The main condenser will be continually monitored for its performance and tube

leakage. If this monitoring reveals condenser operating abnormalities, then the

main condenser will be inspected and appropriate corrective action taken. In

addition, as a minimum, the steam side of the main condenser will normally be
'

inspected at each refueling.

10.4-5
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c. Turbine exhaust hood temperature is monitored and controlled with water
sprays to provide protection from overheating.

d. A condenser high back pressure alarm is provided at approximately five
inches Hg absolute. Turbine trip is initiated on loss of condenser

vacuum or when condenser back pressure exceeds approximately 7.5 inches 3, -

Hg absolute. Main steam isolation valve closure is initiated at i
%

8 in. Hg. (absolute). y

e. Waterbox temperature and level measurements are provided.

f. Conductivity elements detect leakage of circulating water into the

condeaser.

10.4.2 MAIN CONDENSER EVACUATION SYSTEM

10.4.2.1 General

The main condenser evacuation system maintains condenser vacuum by removing

non-condensable gases including disassociated hydrogen and oxygen and air
in-leakage.

10.4.2.2 Design Bases

Mechanical vacuum pumps are used to draw down the main condenser. The
,

mechanical vacuum pumps have a total capacity of 7,500 to 8,500 cfm at
27 inches Hg vacuum. Discharge is to the atmospheric vent.

1

Vacuum is maintained in the main condenser by one steam jet air ejector set;

another: set is used as a spare. The sets are designed to handle the following-
capacitica:

E

a. Air in-leakage for main condenser 55 scfm

b. Disassociated H 162 scfm
2

c. Disassociated 0 81 scfm
2
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level control valves which maintain the water level in the steam seal

evaporator drain tank. The flow of heating steam is regulated by the steam

seal evaporator pressure control. Steam and seal header pressure is regulated
by the header pressure control.

Liquid level in the steam packing exhauster is maintained by a trap cornected

to the main condenser by a level control valve. Pressure and temperature

_ instrumentation is provided to monitor operation of the system.

10.4.4 TURBINE BYPASS SYSTEM

10.4.4.1 Design Basis

The design basis of the turbine bypass system is as follows:

a. The turbine bypass system is designed to control reactor pressure during
reactor heatup to rated pressure while the turbine is being brought up to

speed and synchronized during power operation when the reactor steam
generation exceeds the transient turbine steam requirements; and cool
down of the reactor.

b. The turbine bypass system capacity is designed for 35 percent of the
100 percent rated reactor steam flow. .The bypass system will accommodate
a 35 percent load rejection. The bypass system works in conjunction with
the turbine controls (pressure control). See Section 7.7.1.5.

The turbine bypass valves are capable of remote manual operation in theirc.

normal sequence, during plant startup and shutdown, and for exercising to
verify that the valves are operable.

10.4.4.2 System Description

10.4.4.2.1 Operational Func+, ion

CsThe turbine bypass system is shown in Figures 10.4-1 ; 10.4-2, and 10.4-3. o
OThe turbine bypass system controls primary steam pressure by sending excess
g7

steam flow directly to the main condenser. This permits independent control

10.4-12
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of ' reactor pressure and power during reactor vessel heatup to rated pressure,
as the turbine is brought up to speed and synchronized under turbine
speed-load control. Following main turbine-generator trips, the turbine
bypass will control reactor pressure to within reactor design limits in
accordance with the steam generation rate. The bypass valves are
automatically closed whenever vacuum in the main condenser falls below a
preset value. The chronological sequence of events and effect on the turbine,
turbine bypass system and reactor are discussed in Section 15.2.5.

10.4.4.2.2 Bypass Valves

The turbine bypass system consists of seven automatically operated, regulating
type bypass valves connected by appropriate piping to the main steamlines
upstream of the main turbine stop valves. Each bypass valve outlet is piped
directly to the main condenser. The bypass valves have regulation capability
and a fast opening response approximately equivalent to the fast closure f
the turbine stop and control valves. Each of the bypass valves in the system
is individually controlled by a servo loop which drives a double-acting
hydraulic actuator. The valve is positioned in response to a valve position
error signal that represents the difference between current valve position and

1- the bypass valve demand signal generated by the steam bypass and pressure
regulation system. Each bypass valve also has mounted on it a fast acting
solenoid valve which is fired to open the valve very quickly if'the error

| signal (in the opening direction) becomes excessively large. Bypass valve $3[
outline and sectional drawings are provided in Figure 10.4-3. Bypass valve 55!

design data is presented in Table 10.4-4. The valve casing (valve chest) is
welded to a branch line coming from the main steam pipes. This connection

point to the main steam pipes is downstream of the outboard mainstream
isolation valves and upstream of the main turbine admission valves, Mounted
in the chest are several bypass valves, each of which is connected to its own
hydraulic actuator.

The steam bypass valves receive electronic positioning from the pressure
regulator cabinet and are hydraulically powered by an external source of high
pressure hydraulic fluid.t

|

|

l
I

!

10.4-13
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When the steam bypass valves are open, steam enters each end of the chest, flows
downward between the seat and the stem, and then exits out through the discharge

casing. The amount of steam passing through each valve is controlled by the
lift of the valve. The valve disk and seat are hardsurfaced at their mutual
contacting points to improve the ability to maintain adequate seating contact.

The force required to open and position each steam bypass valve is applied to the
valve stem by the power actuator which is mounted directly below each valve.

The double acting hydraulic cylinder operator is equipped with an air bleed in
both end caps, and internal stop tube on the rod side to limit stroke. The
piston is fitted with a small leakage plug to allow a small amount of fluid to
leak from the high pressure side to the low pressure side of the piston. This
small leakage assures a continuous flow of fluid and prevents fluid stagnation.

N}gA hydraulic control manifold is provided with the necessary passages to connect
the hydraulic supply and drain to the correct ports on the servovalves, fast gjg
acting solenoid valve, and cylinder.

The servovalve is mounted on the manifold and it controls the fluid flowing to
each end of the hydraulic cylinder. The valve receives an analog electrical
signal from the pressure regulator cabinet and is used for normal positioning
of the steam bypass valve.

In the event that the steam bypass valves must be opened faster than that allowed
by the flow capacity of the servovalve, a parallel fluid path to the cylinder
is provided by opening of the fast acting solenoid valve. This valve is opened

by an electrical current originating in the pressure regulator cabinet. Since
considerable time may elapse between the actuations of the solenoid valve,
provision is made in the valve test logic to exercise this valve. During
valvetesting, the steam bypass valve is slowly stroked open by sending an
apprcpriate electrical signal to the servovalve. After the valve is stroked
to approximately its 90 percent open position, the switch rod collar closes a
switch in the switchbox. These contacts complete a circuit to the fast acting
solenoid valve which allows hydraulic fluid to pass into the hydraulic cylinder

10.4-13a
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w
; at a high rate of flow. Using this scheme, the steam bypass valve slowly 1[l

nu
! strokes open to the 90 percent position and then " snaps" fully open. $Ni

M

10.4.4.2.3 Classification

4

'The steam bypass system is classified as a primary power generation system.s.

That is, it is not a safety system and its operation is essential to the power
. production cycle.

'

10.4.4.3 Safety Evaluation

; The turbine bypass system is not essential for turbine operation. Should the

bypass system malfunction and inadvertently admit bypass steam to the
I condenser while the turbine is under load, the steam flow to the turbine would D

4
be reduced by action of the pressure controller. If, under these conditions, 6

'4-
,

! the condenser heat rejection rate is inadequate and the exhaust pressure
becomes excessive, the turbine will be tripped by vacuum trips. In addition,

should the turbine exhaust pressure continue to increase, additional redundant
,
;

vacuum trips are provided to trip the bypass st9p and control valves and
MSIVs.

The effects of a malfunction of the turbine bypass system valves, and the
effects of such failures on other systems and components, are evaluated in*

Chapter 15. There are no safety related components located in the turbine
j building. A pipe break in the turbine bypass system will not have an adverse

affect on any safety related systems and components.

:

The turbine bypass system can malfunction in either the open or closed mode.
The effects of both of these failure modes on the operation of the reactor are

{
discussed in Appendix 15A, which provides plant Nuclear Safety Operational ;;;

i Analysis. The analyses are system level / qualitative - type plant failure mode ff
'

em
and-effects analyses. n

.The effects of turbine bypass system malfunctions on the reactor operation are.

4

bounded by events presented in Appendix 15A as follows:
;

l

F 10.4-13b
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A bypass system line failure is bounded by the pipe break outsidea.

containment accident. Refer to event 38 in Section 15A.6.5.3.

b. A failure of the bypass system to open is bounded by the turbine dsws
trip and load rejection without bypass events. Refer to events 30 if

A%
and 31 in Section 15A.6.4.3. **

c. An inadvertent opening of the bypass cystem, at worst, might cause a
high steam line flow or low steam line pressure with a resultant MSIV
closure trip. Refer to event 14 in Section 15A.6.3.3.

i

10.4.4.4 Tests and Inspections

The opening and closing of the turbine bypass system valves will be checked ,

during initial startup and shutdcen for performance and timing. The bypass
steam line upstream of the bypass valves will be hydrostatically tested to

>-

2
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TABLE 10.4-3
'

MAIN CONDENSER DESIGN DATA

Manufacturer Ecolair (Ingersoll-Rand)
Number of Shells 3

Number of tubes:
Low press shell 39,824-

Inter. press. shell 39,824

High press. shell 39,824

Tube length:

Low press. shell 36'-2 29/32"
Inter. press. shell 46'-2 29/32",

High press shell 50'-2 29/32"
Surface Area:

2*

Low press. shell 326,930 ft
2

Inter. press, shell 418,168 ft
2

High press. shell 454,663 ft

Number of passes, per shell 1

Tube size (OD) 7/8 in.
Tube gage 22 B!iG

Tube material ASTM A249, Type 304

Stainless steel

Hotwell capacity at normai

| water level:

Low press. shell 0

Inter. press. shell 0

High press. shell 72,000 gallons
|

|
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TABLE 10.4-3 (Continued)
i

e

Overall aprox. dimensions
(height, length, width):-

Low press. shell 45' x 54' x 30'
Inter. press. shell 56' x 59' x 30'

High press. shell 56' x 62' x 30'

Condenser duty (heat transfer) 8.1 x 10' Btu /hr.
;

i

Condenser Guarantee Point (Normal Design Flows):'

,,

i Flow Enthalpy Pressure
! (1b/hr) (Btu /lb). (psia)
:

(1) Turbine exhaust steam 8,600,473 997.8 -

(2) Auxiliary condenser
condensate (flows to
highest pressure main
condenser shell only) 186,789 76.7 2.5 in.

(3) L.P. I heater drain 2,219,232 81.4 -.

; (4) Steam packing exhauster
drains 7,200 180.2'

-

| (5) Seal steam header ,

by-pass flow 14,800 1174.1 -

(6) High pressure turbine
gland leakoffs 6,638 1087.5 190.7-

(7) Turbine governor valve 3,007 1190.8 965
leakoffsi

.

3

?
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TABLF. 10.4-3 (Continued)
|

Intsraittent Flows:

In tddition to the guaranteed design, the condenser is able to handle other fluids
intermittently but not simultaneously. These fluids include the following:

Flow Enthalpy Pressure Temp

(1b/hr) (Btu /lb) (psia) (*F)

(1) Turbine by-pass
steam before
throttlira and
attemperation 5,635,438 1190.8 965 -

1

(2) Moisture-; 372.1separator drains 891,045 349.7 -

372.1360,455 1197.7 -

(3) Reheater drains 376,020 461.3 t55.5 -

293,966 534.8 95?.6 -

(4) No. 3 low pressure
228.5,

I heater drains 401,067 196.9 -

.

(5) No. 2 low pressure
166.7F heater drains 448,820 134.7 -

7

(6) Moisture Separator-Reheater Relief Valve Flow

The main cono.;nser is also designed to receive steam from the moisture
f

separator-reheater shell relief valves for a maximum period of one
minute at the following conditions:'

i

a. Flow, Ib/hr 11,243,633'

b. Enthalpy, Btu /lb 1278.3

c. Pressure, psia 182.1
,

Gu:ranteed free 02
Plant loads from 10% to 50% 0.010 cc/ litera.

: b '. Plant loads from 50% to 100% 0.005 cc/ liter

10.4-39
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Table 10.4-4

Turbine Bypass Valve-Design Data

Manufacturer General Electric

Iype Regulating-Angle gic'oe (grouped

in steam chests)
Number of steam chests 2

Number of valves 7 (4 in one chest, 3 in the other

chest)

Design flow, per valve 769,800 lba/hr

Total bypass flow (35% of N3 rated 3
NDflow) 5,388,600 lbe/hr

,

<3Nominal valve size 6 1/2 inch 9
Steam chest inlet connections (2) 18" nom. diam. Ib

Steam chest outlet connections (3 or 4) 10" nom. diam.
Design pressure / temp. 1250 psig/575'F

Valve actuation:
Time lag from initial electrical

signal to the time the bypass valve

10.10 sec.starts to open . . . .

Total time from initial electrical
signal to the time the bypass valve
is fully open 10.30 sec.
Deadband, pressure regulator demand

to steam bypass valve motion, % Rate
O

Nuclear Boiler Steam Flow i 10.2%
(Pressure regulator setpoint, 935
psia)

,

:

1
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